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be here
be hugs
be heart
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PUSHING BACK AGAINST 
TRANSGENDER VIOLENCE
Attacks increased during the Trump years—LBGTQ groups are seeking 
personal and political solutions 
By Frank Pizzoli

N
ationwide there have been 46 violent 
transgender deaths reported so far in 
2021; that number surpasses the record 
high of 43 in 2020. The death toll is 
expected to continue rising. On 

November 18, a virtual gathering, Trans Day 
of Remembrance 2021, was held via NYC’s 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender 
Community Center to honor those now dead 
and those still at risk.

“We’ve had four years of the Trump Ad-
ministration, which was anti-trans. The over-
all message was that transgender individuals 
are disposable,” Trevon Mayers, the Center’s 
senior director of advocacy and community 
engagement, tells the Voice. He underscores 
that “when you have so much fear, misunder-
standing, and misinformation about trans 
people, it’s easy to see why they find them-
selves in harm’s way.”

Sometimes that harm comes from within 
the larger queer civil rights movement.

“Men of color are killing us, men in gen-
eral,” Elisa Crespo, executive director of the 

New Pride Agenda, tells the Voice over the 
phone. “Transgender women are often 
murdered by people they know and love, and 
who love them,” she explains, and then 
clarifies that those men “are deathly afraid 
others will find out. It’s a reputational thing.”

Both Mayers and Crespo believe that the 
queer civil rights movement is at a turning 
point and is now willing to examine its own 
history regarding trans issues. “We must look 
at our history from Stonewall forward and 
correct the record around trans issues, and 
advance legislation that protects trans and 
non-binary people,” Crespo says. To that end, 
the LGBT Community Center has 
established a legislative agenda known as the 
RiseOut People’s Platform, created with help 
from dozens of LGBTQ community leaders 
across New York State. “There’s lots of work 
to do. That’s why the Center’s work is 
intentional,” Mayers explains. “Violence 
against trans individuals, their erasure, has 
been built up over many years.”

Crespo points to the large number of trans 

individuals increasing their visibility: “We 
didn’t think we had such high numbers of 
trans and non-binary people and allies will-
ing to support us.” The New Pride Agenda 
has already made introductory visits to Ro-
chester, Buffalo, and Albany to introduce 
their plans, hear local perspectives on 
LGBTQ priorities, and recruit local board 
members, especially trans and non-binary 
people.

Sue Kerr also contributes to the renewed 
momentum around talking about trans vio-
lence. A founding editor of Pittsburgh Lesbian 
Correspondents and a 2019 GLAAD Media 
Award winner for her blog tracking trans 
deaths, she documents the trail of violence 
against trans individuals nationwide, includ-
ing NYC. “It’s vital that we learn something 
about the life and the circumstances of each 
trans death,” Kerr tells us in an email. She sees 
it as her job “to share these deaths with my cis, 
gay male, and lesbian readers and allies, to 
help them understand that it is not okay to ig-
nore a campaign of terror targeting our com-
munity just because we aren’t the main focus.”

Kerr’s work is a street-level version of 
the work performed by the New York City 
Anti-Violence Project. The nationally 
known program works specifically to ele-
vate the experiences of transgender and 
non-binary people by coordinating a na-
tional coalition of anti-violence programs 
and an intimate partner violence network 
within New York State. “This is ultimately a 
problem of transphobia in our society, a 
problem that has taken many decades to 
develop,” Beverly Tillery, executive direc-
tor of the Anti-Violence Project, tells the 
Voice. “We need to realize that a segment of 
the queer community is living daily in a 
chronic state of violence.” Tillery notes that 
over the past two years, “We’ve seen a large 
number of trans and non-binary individu-
als assume leadership roles in organiza-
tions within and outside queer settings. 
This will make a distinct difference. Fi-
nally, the people who are on the receiving 
end of so much hate and violence have op-
portunities to affect their future.”

Visibility is key to making change.
Although there are currently close to 

1,000 queer elected officials in the U.S., as of 
the last general election only 42 are transgen-
der, with eight serving in state legislatures, 32 
in local offices, and two in the judiciary. 
Within that group, 35 are white, two are Na-
tive American/Alaskan Native, one is multi-
racial, three are Black, and one is 
Latinx-Hispanic. Every state but Mississippi 
now has at least one queer elected official; 
most are Democrats fueled by anti-Trump 
fervor. Overall, the number of queer elected 
officials has surged by 17% in the past year. 
The record number of queer candidates who 
ran in last November’s general election was 
at an all-time high, perhaps signaling a sea 
change. The LGBTQ Victory Fund reports 
that more than 400 LGBTQ candidates ran 
for office in 2021, a 7% increase over the last 
off-year election, in 2019.

Serena Sonoma, GLAAD’s communica-
tions coordinator, tells the Voice, “Violence 
is being fueled by dangerous and inaccu-
rate rhetoric, misinformation spread by 
public figures, including lawmakers, who 
should be doing everything in their power 

to protect vulnerable people, not target 
them.” As more transgender and gender-
nonconforming people come out, she 
notes, more people are getting to know 
them as friends, neighbors, coworkers, 
classmates, and family. 

The 2021 Accelerating Acceptance Report, 
conducted by GLAAD, found that 43% of 
non-LGBTQ people think gender is not ex-
clusively male or female, up five points in one 
year; 81% expect that non-binary and trans-
gender people will become as familiar as gay 
and lesbian people are now. But as visibility 
grows, the risk can also increase, especially as 
those who don’t accept them spread lies 
about who they are.

Factoring into this equation, Sonoma says, 
are “media perceptions of the trans commu-
nity.” According to Media Matters, broadcast 
and cable TV news spent only 54 minutes 
covering anti-trans violence in the past year. 
“Media can do their part by including trans-
gender voices in news stories and entertain-
ment programming, to increase familiarity 
over the lies spread by people who don’t 
know or accept them,” she explains.

Former Houston mayor and current  
LGBTQ Victory Fund president and CEO An-
nise Parker says of the current cultural cli-
mate: “With LGBTQ lives increasingly used 
as a political weapon in school boards, city 
councils, and state legislatures across Amer-
ica, LGBTQ people are motivated and step-
ping up to run in historic numbers.” In New 
York State’s last general election, 18 queer 
candidates ran, with 13 winning office.  

But even with these gains, the Human 
Rights Campaign’s deputy director of com-
munications, Laurel Powell, in a conversation 
with the Voice, predicted that the year will not 
end well. “We expect that 2021 will become 
the deadliest year on record for transgender 
and gender-nonconforming people,” she 
says. “This senseless violence has been 
driven by bigotry and transphobia and stoked 
by people who hate and fear transgender peo-
ple and the richness of our experience. This 
violence must stop.”  

At the November 12 daily press briefing, 
Washington Blade White House Correspon-
dent Chris Johnson asked White House Press 
Secretary Jen Psaki if President Biden had 
been briefed on the growing number of trans-
gender deaths. Psaki indicated that she was 
not sure, but that she would ask Biden and 
the Domestic Policy Council. She then said, 
“That’s devastating, and that’s terrible and 
heartbreaking to hear.” 

“Every life has value,” concludes Powell. 
“The fight for lived equality is long, but it’s a 
fight we must win.”

The Front

Bob Civil

Trevon Mayers: The 
queer civil rights 
movement is at a 
turning point.

Finally, the people 
who are on the 
receiving end of 
so much hate and 
violence have 
opportunities to 
affect their future.
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CITY HALL’S WAVE OF 
WOULD-BE DISRUPTORS
How will an increasingly diverse City Council align—or not—with the 
incoming mayor?
By Natasha Ishak

N
ew York City’s changing seasons have 
brought the usual confusion over how 
to dress for the fickle weather, but 
something else is in the air. For the past 
four months, political candidates 

across the spectrum—Democrat, Republi-
can, everything in between—have gone 
through the last leg of a year-long journey to-
ward elected office. The November 2 general 
elections have come and gone, and not only 
are New Yorkers getting a new mayor—Eric 
Adams, the second Black mayor in the city’s 
history—they will also get an unprecedented 
City Council body, one that some say looks a 
lot more like the city it governs. 

For the first time the 51-member City 
Council will have a female majority, with 31 
women elected this year. Beyond that, the 
Council will be more diverse than ever, with 
a larger number of Latino and Asian mem-
bers elected, as well as more openly queer 
women. 

“It means something when I knock on a 
door in Astoria Houses and talk about 
spending my childhood in my abuela’s 
apartment,” says Tiffany Cabán, 34, refer-
ring to the public housing complex in Wood-
side where both her parents grew up. The 
former public defender won the City Coun-
cil seat for District 22 in Queens, represent-
ing the neighborhoods of Astoria, parts of 
Jackson Heights, East Elmhurst, and Wood-
side, and the whole of Rikers Island. “I think 
New York City is not only ready but has been 
starving for that kind of representation,” she 
adds. 

A queer Latina and self-professed “aboli-
tionist”—meaning she wants to eventually 
abolish jails and prisons and replace the po-
lice department with community health and 
safety programs—Cabán ran on an unapolo-
getically leftist platform, similar to her cam-
paign for Queens district attorney in 2019. 
She lost that race, but her candidacy—built 
on the criminal justice reforms championed 
by progressive prosecutors like Philadelphia 
district attorney Larry Krasner, who cam-
paigned with her during her bid for DA—
ushered in a razor-close race that jolted the 
city’s Democratic party establishment. 

Like Cabán, many of the women joining 
the Council next term are young women of 
color from working-class backgrounds. Also 
like Cabán, many of them are pushing for 
progressive reforms, signifying a new wave 
of leftist lawmakers joining the body. Some 
see it as undeniable proof that progressive 
policies—including programs supporting 

education reform, universal childcare, and 
alternatives to incarceration—appeal to the 
city’s voters, especially after a disastrous 
year marked by a deadly pandemic and a 
natural disaster, Hurricane Ida. 

“I think people are becoming more 
politically aware,” says Assemblymember 
Yuh-Line Niou, a bona fide progressive who, 
since 2017, has represented Lower 
Manhattan in the state’s legislature. When it 
comes to affecting change, transforming 
government often feels like something 
untouchable, she explains, especially for 
candidates from backgrounds that are not 
often represented within governing bodies, 
even in a city like New York. 

“I remember thinking, ‘Oh there’s a big 
secret and I have to figure out the big 
secret,’” Niou says. “The big secret is that 
there is no big secret … there’s just people in 
power, who are currently in power, who 
want you to believe that you can’t access 
[public office] so you don’t try.” 

Officials credit the city’s matching funds 
program, available for the first time this year 
through the Campaign Finance Board, for 
diversifying New York’s electoral body. The 
program enabled candidates competing in 
city-level elections to receive matching 
funds for their campaigns, so long as they 
fulfilled certain requirements, such as 
collecting a minimum number of 
contributions from local donors.

“A lot of times there are voices and 
experiences that have historically been 
more marginalized in society and that have 
not had a level playing field, and that have 
not been able to get the resources to get their 
message across. I think that’s one of the 
values of having a campaign finance 
program,” says Melissa Mark-Viverito, 
former Council speaker and co-founder of 
the “21 in ’21” movement, which trained and 
supported women candidates with the goal 
of electing 21 women to City Council. Mark-
Viverito’s dismay at the declining number of 
female Council members during her tenure 
fueled her desire to launch the political 
group. 

“That was a goal that was just about 
raising awareness, about saying that we 
needed something to happen,” Mark-
Viverito says. “To now see that we’re 
overwhelmingly beyond that reality, that 
we’re gonna have a majority of women in 
this Council, it’s just really gratifying.”

Carlina Rivera, the Council member 

representing District 2’s Lower Manhattan, 
who secured a second term this election, 
had a more candid take on the body’s 
changing face: “Women, to be blunt, they’re 
just better at getting shit done.” A number of 
studies prove Rivera’s point, including one 
by Michele Swers, a political scientist who 
has for decades studied the real-world 
effects of electing more women to Congress, 
which shows that women lawmakers 
typically champion more family-oriented 
policies, secure more funding for their 
districts, and, on average, pass more pieces 
of legislation compared to men.

Next year’s 31-woman majority is a far cry 
from what the Council looked like when Ri-
vera took office, only four years ago. Back 
then, there were only 11 women serving. The 
severe gender disparity presented chal-
lenges, as the female Council members 
stretched themselves thin to ensure that 
there was at least one woman on each of the 
multiple committees. After that, Rivera 
committed to getting more women elected, 
endorsing close to 20 female candidates in 
this year’s elections.

“It wasn’t just going to be about checking 
boxes, it was going to be about people who … 
were already doing the work,” says Rivera, 
who is a frontrunner to replace Council 

Speaker Corey Johnson to lead the Council 
next year. At least 10 women endorsed by 
Rivera won their seats, including Tiffany 
Cabán. 

“Running for DA was a very lonely 
thing,” Cabán admits, half-jokingly. “I feel 
like I am just rolling up with this beautiful, 
brilliant squad of not just like, powerful, you 
know, women of color … we’re going to have 
women that are part of the disability com-
munity, women who are Muslim, women 
who are queer, women who are like, just all 
of those things. And a lot of these women are 
organizers.”

Cabán, who will assume her Council seat 
early due to her district’s current vacancy, is 
excited to hit the ground running with her 
progressive squad. Among those she name-
checks is Shahana Hanif, a former Council 
aide who launched her own leftist campaign 
for District 39 in Brooklyn. The seat is being 
vacated by Hanif ’s former boss, incumbent 
Brad Lander, who was elected as the city’s 
new comptroller.  Hanif won the Democratic 
nomination in a seven-way primary before 
going on to win the Council seat with 89% of 
votes in the general election.

The daughter of Muslim Bangladeshi im-
migrants, Hanif, 30, likes to mention the 
Desi “aunties” and “uncles” who helped se-
cure her win, which represents exciting 
firsts: Hanif is the first Muslim elected to the 
Council and is among the first South Asians 
elected to the body. More broadly, she is part 
of a cohort of several Asian candidates who 
were elected to Council seats beyond Man-
hattan’s Chinatown and Queens’ Flushing 
districts for the first time. 

Hanif ’s district represents the liberal 
parts of Brooklyn in the north, melding di-
verse neighborhoods like Borough Park and 
Kensington, where immigrant conclaves of 
Bangladeshi and Indo-Caribbean residents 
congregate, with gentrified areas such as 
Park Slope and Carroll Gardens. She joins 
the Council’s Brooklyn delegation, which is 
among the most diverse this year; it is also 
the most hard-line left-wing, with other or-
ganizers-turned-Council-member-elects 
Sandy Nurse, Crystal Hudson, Jennifer 
Gutiérrez, and Chi Ossé.

“Brooklyn’s really coming in and we’re 
not coming in soft. And that feels incredibly 

CityState

Singh felt she was 
held to higher 
standards as 
compared to her 
opponent, who she 
notes had been 
linked to a district 
leader charged 
with participating 
in the January 6 
insurrection.

Natasha IshakShahana Hanif on Election Day.
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much more,” Hanif says. “I’m just really ex-
cited to be able to work toward transforming 
[the Democratic Party] together with the 
folks who got elected.” 

How the new Council, with its progres-
sive wing of incoming members, finds 
alignment—or not—with incoming 
mayor Adams, who is generally viewed as 
a moderate Democrat, in pushing for the 
kinds of reforms they want remains to be 
seen.

Adams, a former NYPD captain turned 
politician, is a discombobulating figure. He’s 
blunt in his speech, in a way that appeals to 
the average New Yorker, but strategic in his 
words, reflecting his decades of politicking. 
Adams has an uncanny ability to attract 
broad support, snatching up first-choice 
ranked votes from working-class communi-
ties in the Bronx and Brooklyn and middle-
class white residents in the central parts of 
Queens. He also received a plethora of en-
dorsements from labor unions and law en-
forcement associations, allowing him to 
cruise to victory in the competitive primary 
race. 

Despite his moderate-skewing politics, 
the incoming mayor has at times agreed 
broadly with the left flank, particularly on 
quality-of-life matters such as transit, food 
security, health services, and gun violence. 
Cabán mentions the noncitizen voting bill 
sponsored by term-limited council member 
Ydanis Rodriguez, a staunch Adams ally ex-
pected to land a job in the new administra-
tion. Rodriguez’s bill would expand 
municipal voting rights to certain noncitizen 
New Yorkers (such as tax-paying working-
permit holders) but has languished in the 
Council after Mayor Bill de Blasio said he 
would veto it if it passed. Both Cabán and 
Mayor-elect Adams support the bill. “We 
could get that done really early on,” Cabán 
says. “The votes are there.” 

Pierina Sanchez is another member of 
the progressive squad. She represents the 
Bronx’s District 14, a slice of the borough 
that includes the predominantly Latino 
working-class neighborhoods of University 
Heights, Fordham, and Kingsbridge. A 
product of Afro-Dominican immigrant par-
ents, Sanchez has expertise in urban plan-
ning and served as senior staff under de 
Blasio. Growing up in the Bronx, her family 
experienced forced eviction after their 
landlord set their building on fire. That ex-
perience, combined with her reliance on 
public programs to help with her college ap-
plication to Harvard, where she received a 
full-ride scholarship, has made housing and 
education reform her first-term priorities. 

“I think he wants to do universal after-
school,” Sanchez says, speaking about areas 
of common ground with the new mayor. De-
spite having contradicting brands, Sanchez 
believes there is “significant overlap” be-
tween her cohort of young leftists and the 
more conservative Adams. “I’m not going to 
be afraid to push for what I’ve heard from 
my community members and what the com-
munity needs. I’m going to be, ‘Let’s go!’” 
she continues. “But that’s not square one. 
Square one is, what are the areas of align-
ment? Let’s drive toward good policy for the 

city of New York.”
That doesn’t mean there won’t be areas 

of contention. Deciding on the police de-
partment’s multibillion-dollar budget—
which many of the freshman progressives 
have campaigned to slash in favor of divert-
ing more money toward public services—is 
one place the City Council and the city’s 
chief executive are expected to collide.

“I’m in there to keep him honest,” says 
Brooklyn’s Hanif, who grew up in a post-9/11 
New York. As the sole Muslim representa-
tive at City Hall, Hanif wants to address the 
city’s overpolicing of Black and brown New 
Yorkers. “The coalition I’ve been able to 
build with impacted Muslim folks and our 
Black communities is what I’m bringing to 
the City Council,” Hanif remarks. “And so, 
it’ll be a fight.”

Adams’s campaign has revealed his ap-
petite for theatrics. After his primary win, 
he headed to a local Claire’s, a jewelry and 
accessory shop for teen girls, and got his ears 
pierced, posting it online and saying he was 
making good on his promise to a group of 
young voters who dared him to prove that he 
was “not like other politicians.” He also 
pushed back against critics, with his team 
reportedly blocking journalists from a cam-
paign event during the primary after they 
had written critically of him. In short, the in-
coming mayor is not one to shy away from a 
public fight. 

“That’s the purpose of the City Council. 
The Council serves as a check and balance,” 
says Assemblymember Khaleel Anderson, 
the youngest in the State Assembly, who 
made appearances on Election Day to sup-
port the city’s progressive slate of candi-
dates. “If we’re moving the city backward, 
we need a Council that’s going to check the 
executive.”

Working with the unpredictable mayor—
and adjusting to their new jobs’ demands—
isn’t the only thing the Council’s new 
members will have to contend with. Next 
year, the City Council will include more Re-
publicans than before, after Democrats lost 
seats in Brooklyn and Queens. Three of the 
five Republican seats have been filled by 
newly elected women, two avowed Trump 
supporters and one who avoided his name 
but still has hard-right views.

In District 32, Joann Ariola, one of the 
Trump supporters and chair of the Queens 
GOP, defeated Felicia Singh, a former 
schoolteacher who had launched an auda-
ciously progressive bid to flip Queens’ lone 
red district to blue. It was a long shot from 
the start, trying to swing a Council seat in a 
district that has voted Republican for more 
than a decade. But in June, Singh had won 
the Democratic nomination after running as 
the most far-left candidate on the ballot, sig-
naling hope for Democrats. But of course, 
Republicans weren’t going to give up the seat 
without a fight—their influence in New York 
had been diminished to just three seats, two 
of which were in the deep-red stronghold of 
Staten Island. The competitive race turned 
ugly: Singh’s campaign was attacked by a 
stream of negative mailers and ads paid for 
by Common Sense NYC, a political group 
funded by New York real estate billionaire 
Stephen Ross, and the Police Benevolent As-

sociation. Both groups backed Ariola. 
“I get accused of being a Communist all 

the time,” Singh, whose family nearly lost 
their home after the taxi medallion crisis 
that bankrupted her father, tells the Voice. 
Running a first-time campaign in a red dis-
trict as a woman of color, Singh felt she was 
held to higher standards as compared to her 
opponent, who she notes had been linked to 
a district leader charged with participating 
in the January 6 insurrection. “I had to fight 
tooth and nail for people to believe that I 
lived here. For people to believe that I was 
experienced enough, that my platforms in-
cluded everything, that I had knowledge in 
government,” Singh continues. “That I am a 
human being.”

The weekend before the election, a rally 
held by Singh’s campaign in the Rockaways, 
where Senator Chuck Schumer was set to 
appear, was canceled because of concerns 
from the senator’s security detail, after orga-
nizers were harassed by Ariola supporters. 
According to a journalist from the nonprofit 
publication The City, attendants alleged that 
they heard one individual say they wished 
they had a gun, and that “all Democrats 
should be shot.” Ariola’s campaign denied 
any connection with the troublemakers at 
the event. 

Inna Vernikov, also a Trump supporter, 
beat her Democratic opponent, Steven 
Saperstein, for Brooklyn’s 48th District with 
a total of 12,082 votes, while Saperstein 
grabbed 6,821 votes. Her victory marks the 
first time a Republican has held a Council 
seat in the borough in nearly two decades. 
Additionally, Vickie Paladino, won district 
19 in Queens with a hard-right campaign. 

Democrats have since tried to make 
sense of their losses; in New York City, Dem-
ocratic voters outnumber Republicans by 
more than six to one. But there was palpably 
more energy behind the June primaries, 
from Democratic candidates’ campaigns 
and the party itself, compared to the general 
election, since the primaries are deemed 

more competitive for the dominant 
Democrats. Notably, 13 of the Council’s 
progressive freshmen were heavily backed 
and supported by the Working Families 
Party, which has energetically pushed leftist 
candidates in local races across New York, 
many of whom ran on both the Democrat 
and Working Families party lines on the 
ballot. (Saperstein, who lost the District 48 
seat, was not endorsed by the Working 
Families Party). In the end, complacency in 
the general elections may have cost the 
Democratic party seats on the City Council. 

Sanchez suspects those losses came from 
a combination of voter burnout after the 
2020 presidential election and stronger 
messaging from the other side. “A common 
thing that I hear in my community, which 
drives me up the wall, is ‘We’ve taken the 
strength away from the police,’” says San-
chez, who adds that there was friction within 
the city’s big-tent Democratic party that 
needs to be addressed. “So, it’s kind of a re-
gurgitation and the repetition of talking 
points that are being pushed by a side that is 
more motivated to pursue political power at 
this time.”

Whatever the case, the new diverse mix 
of Council members—racially, generation-
ally, gender-wise, and politically—will shape 
the city for at least the next two years. “That 
wave of young people falls on the different 
levels of the progressive spectrum, too. You 
can’t just say that they’re all thinking in one 
way,” says Mark-Viverito, the former council 
speaker. “It’s a very interesting dynamic that 
is going to be played out in the Council in the 
next cycle. I think that’s just reflective of 
what we are as a city, too.” 

City Council seat winner Tiffany Cabán (center) with, left to right: incumbent Jimmy Van Bramer, 
newly elected Julie Menin, incumbent Selvena Brooks-Powers, and newly elected Julie Won.

“Women, to be 
blunt, they’re just 
better at getting 
shit done.”

Natasha Ishak
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FOREVER YOUNG: SENIORS 
DANCE IN THE BRONX
Senior day care centers are a valuable resource threatened by lingering 
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
By Bahar Ostadan

L
ike most popular girls, Linda Bailey, 57, 
sits at the lunch table in the back of the 
room. But unlike last year, she’s now 
surrounded by three empty chairs. 
Katrina died of cancer, and the two other 

Sophisticated Ladies, as their clique is called, 
are still too nervous to leave the house.

 Located in the South Bronx, Bruckner 
Forever Young Social Adult Day Care Center 
serves chronically ill and mentally or physi-
cally disabled low-income Medicaid patients. 
It’s one of 5,000 private centers nationally 
that play a crucial role in clients’ lives, re-
minding them of doctors’ appointments, en-
couraging physical activity, and sending 
home COVID safety kits. After devastating 
pandemic losses, hundreds of centers are fac-
ing bankruptcy, leaving up to 39,000 Ameri-
cans—many of whom hover just above the 
poverty line—behind.

“Linda does not do broccoli,” she says, 
pushing aside her styrofoam-boxed lunch. 

Among her concerns is a lack of salt and 
pepper, which the center doesn’t provide due 
to Medicaid regulations. Behind her chair, or 
throne, hang two bedazzled plastic L’s—for 
Lady Linda. She joined Forever Young six 
years ago, after neighbors raved about the 
adult center’s meals, though they didn’t 
mention the salt and pepper ban. (Well 
before she joined the center, Bailey was 
mugged and beaten outside the Gun Hill 
Houses, where she lives, sustaining 10 
fractures to the right side of her face. Her son 
stumbled through the snow with kitchen 
knives trying to find the culprit.)

Clients sit at scattered tables around the 
room—some alone, others in groups with 
names like Dreamers of Bruckner tacked on 
the wall behind them. By noon, Afrobeats 
and 90s hip-hop blast from overhead 
speakers, drowning out Bingo calls for 
“G44.” People peel themselves off leather 
recliners to form a circle, cheering each other 

on despite varying levels of mobility. Even the 
artificial hips don’t miss a beat.

According to the National Institute on Ag-
ing, social engagement among older adults is 
key in warding off Alzheimer’s, lowering lev-
els of depression, and even delaying mortal-
ity—making the consequences of closing 
adult day care centers dire. In the Bronx, the 
stakes are even higher. The borough’s senior 
poverty rate is 28%—three times the national 
average. Clients can’t afford private nursing 
homes, and subsidized housing for low-in-
come seniors has multiple-year waiting lists.

“One thing I like here?” says Lashawn 
Carter, 47. “We have our freedom.” Carter 
joined the center after her 22-month-old 
granddaughter was beaten to death in her 
apartment   by her daughter’s boyfriend. After 
a psychiatrist’s recommendation, she started 
spending five days a week singing for Bible 
class, selecting “nerd” costumes for Friday 
dance parties, and sitting beside her life part-
ner, Lo, who she met at the center. Without 
Bruckner, reduced-mobility clients like 
Carter, who uses a wheelchair, would be con-
fined to single rooms in walk-up apartments. 
“I’m telling you, some people come here be-
cause they don’t want to stare at four walls,” 
says Gene Benfeld, the center’s program di-
rector.

When the center was forced to shut down 
for 15 months last year, many did just that.

On March 17, 2020, Carter and Bailey 
were designing costumes for a St. Patrick’s 
Day party. That evening, the state deemed 
adult day care centers nonessential services, 
and the duo—along with Bruckner’s 350 
other clients—were sent home.

“Even before COVID, we were already no-
ticing the squeeze of gentrification on the so-
cial lives of older adults who were living in 
these communities,” Shellae Versey, an assis-
tant professor of psychology at Fordham Uni-
versity, tells the Voice in a phone interview, 
referring to members of racial minority groups 
being priced out of their neighborhoods. Black 
and Latino seniors are more likely to live in 
places where people report feelings of not be-
longing in the area or knowing who could help 
in times of trouble, according to the Journal of 
the American Society on Aging. 

Throughout the pandemic, members kept 
in touch using a Facebook group, swapping 
GIFs and looking after one another: Good eve-
ning fam … Ray Hall is out of ICU and in a regu-
lar room. They shared prayers and sadness 
when members, including Ray, passed away. 
With the city’s highest rates of hospitalizations 
and deaths, the Bronx was hit tragically hard 
by COVID. It wasn’t until some members fi-
nally reunited one Saturday last March for bar-
becue that they smiled again, Bailey says.

For now, Bruckner has returned to its typi-
cal itinerary: 9:00 a.m. morning prayer, 
10:00 a.m. Bingo, 10:30 a.m. Zumba, and, af-
ter lunch, a 30-minute line dance. Members 
have the option of joining daily excursions: a 
visit to Empire City Casino with a $10 
voucher, lunch at a Latino-Chinese restau-
rant, and—the most coveted outing of all—a 
trip to Walmart. Bailey scans the room, point-
ing out Bruckner diehards: Angie the hype 
girl, Trisha “who’s having her hot flashes 
right now,” and Teresa the in-house stylist, 
who gives daily blowouts and manicures. 

“You have this sense of a little pueblo, a lit-

tle village,” says Caroline Gelman, director of 
the MSW program at Hunter College, in a 
phone interview. “It’s important that they’re 
with peers who understand them, who they 
can reminisce with, who know the music they 
grew up with.” 

At “the Spanish table,” six seniors huddle 
over colorful dominoes for hours on end. 
Compared to nursing homes and assisted liv-
ing facilities, adult day care centers are the 
most ethnically diverse long-term care ser-
vice—and a respite from the daily burdens of 
a doctor’s office.

“The intersection of Black, brown, and 
old in the healthcare system in particular is 
very dangerous,” Stacey Gordon, program 
director of Next Phase, Adult Caregiving 
and Retirement at New York University, 
tells the Voice. Ageism alone is responsible 
for grave outcomes such as higher levels of 
dementia and cardiovascular issues, Gor-
don adds. For Black and Latino seniors, lay-
ering on racism can result in 
undertreatment of health issues or confus-
ing polypharmacy, the simultaneous use of 
multiple drugs. “If these places close, 
what’s going to happen to those people?” 
asks Donna Hale, executive director of the 
National Adult Day Services Association, in 
a phone interview.

Bailey leaves Bruckner’s flyers in all of her 
doctors’ offices in hopes of recruiting more 
clients, scribbling her name and number on 
the back of each one. She looks up from her 
table’s handmade Halloween centerpiece 
and says, “Sometimes you need to make your 
own fun.”

Even if it means losing a little money, 
Bruckner will stay open on Thanksgiving. 
Though most clients won’t come in, Benfeld 
is hosting a cookout for the 10 to 15 who rely 
solely on the center for food and companion-
ship. “I spend more time with these guys than 
my own family,” he says. Carter will spend 
the holidays at home with a smaller group 
than she’s used to. Her cousin died, as did her 
brother-in-law, “not to  
COVID, but a straight bullet.” 

Up in the Gun Hill Houses, Bailey is keep-
ing Thanksgiving simple: no turkey, just 
chicken parts. She used to prepare an elabo-
rate meal for extended family, but since 
downsizing to a one-bedroom with her 
12-year-old chihuahua, Chico, she’s taking it 
easy. “Listen, no bra and I’m good,” she de-
clares. 

We the  People

Yvette Graham, a Forever Young regular, holds on to some great advice.

People peel 
themselves off 
leather recliners 
to form a circle, 
cheering each 
other on despite 
varying levels of 
mobility. Even the 
artificial hips don’t 
miss a beat.

Bahar Ostadan
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LIFE AS THE WORLD’S 
OLDEST CLUB KID
Confessions of a 65-Year-Old Nightcrawler 

By Michael Musto

O
ne night in the club-crazed 1980s, I tried 
to saunter into a nightspot’s private area 
and was surprised to be rebuffed by the 
gatekeeper holding the clipboard. I was 
even more stunned that after he 

brushed me off, he muttered, “Tired old 
queen!” I was 30.

Perhaps this was karma for my having 
scoffed at 30-somethings daring to party 
when I was in my early 20s. The truth is that 
nightlife—which draws heavily on hormonal 
energy—is indeed for the young, though as 
attitudes change and lives extend, older peo-
ple have become a bit more welcome in the 
glitter dome. One-foot-in-the-gravers like 
me will always be an unwanted reminder of 
mortality for certain revelers trying to lose 
themselves in the night, but the new normal 
is that people can live to 100 and our 

president is pushing 80. As a result, the fact 
that I’m 65 and dancing doesn’t necessarily 
elicit the same nausea it might have back 
when 30 equaled death. 

 In the distant past, there were occasional 
oldies dotting the club crowd, and they even 
got attention, but mostly as sideshow 
curiosities that P.T. Barnum could have 
drummed up on crystal meth. Their advanced 
age became their identity. Most notably, a 
nonpracticing lawyer/widow named Sally 
Lippman made nocturnal waves in the ’70s—
in her 70s. Lippman became an oddball 
celebrity known as “Disco Sally,” cavorting 
amidst the flashing lights of that ultimate 
disco, Studio 54. A self-made creation, Sally 
would captivate the crowd and even lure the 
photographers away from the movie stars 
when she looked extra attention-grabbing, 
boogying in wild prints, shades, and sneakers. 
At 80, Lippman married a 20-something 
hottie—in a nightclub, of course—but her 
notoriety was always on the order of “Look at 
the old lady go! Isn’t it amazing that she’s 
breathing, let alone dancing?” A few years 
later, Walter Monheit became omnipresent as 
a similar disco novelty act. A motor-mouthed 
Austrian rake who balanced cocktail glasses 
on his head and relentlessly chased younger 
women around the Limelight, he was hard to 
miss—or avoid. When Walter died, at 85, in 
2011, I wrote, “I’m now officially the oldest 
club kid in New York.”

 But I don’t want to be the weird old man 
evoking disbelieving gawks and mawkish 
grins. I long to be part of the crowd—and have 
done everything imaginable to try and 
maintain that position, from staying plugged 
into club happenings to breaking nightlife 
stories in my various columns and on social 
networks. (I regularly get nominated for the 
Glam Award for Best Nightlife Writer/
Blogger, and even used to win. I’m basically 
the Dame Judi Dench of nightlife.) And my 
fellow mature partiers, like promoter Susanne 
Bartsch, trans diva Amanda Lepore, and 
performer Joey Arias, are still among the most 
vital people on the scene, embraced by way-
younger clubgoers who recognize their 
artistry and accomplishment. Miraculously, I 
don’t find myself that shunned either—I am 
still offered free drink tickets, and no, I don’t 
use them on Metamucil or prune juice.

 It’s true that I often get respectful 
treatment simply because I’ve been 
participating in nightlife and writing about it 
my entire adult life. But that nasty VIP door 
dude back in the ’80s knew who I was and 
didn’t care—and even those who shriek 

“You’re an icon” don’t necessarily mean it, 
even if they look up from their phone for a 
second to say it. Kudos like that are nice, but 
they too often mean that the person knows 
you did something major in the past, but they 
haven’t bothered to read your Wikipedia page 
to find out what it was. Still, it’s certainly 
better than scorn—or the occasional eye-
opening moment when a younger clubbie 
underlines your age without even trying. I 

admit I was potentially in the spell of a 
30-year-old stud when I was 52, but that was 
instantly decimated when I ran into him at a 
party and he exclaimed, “Hello, darling!” 
That “darling” said it all. He might as well 
have said, “Have fun at the Life Care Center. 
Enjoy the Jell-O.”

 Conversely, I’ve been jumped on as some 

kind of daddy slash male cougar, but I don’t 
want to be the new Disco Sally either. At one 
weekly gay party in the aughts, a 23-year-old 
guy made a play for me and we later went on a 
date, but I drew the line, feeling he belonged 
with a way more appropriate playmate. 
Besides, he was bossy and condescending, 
endlessly instructing me on how to behave. 
These young whippersnappers need to learn 
to act their age!

 And what about how I should behave? 
Well, as banal as it sounds, I’ve come to 
realize that the trick to being old in nightclubs 
is to just relax and forget that you’re old 
enough to remember Topo Gigio on The Ed 
Sullivan Show. I may enter a boîte feeling that 
I should try not to attract unwanted attention, 
but I quickly drop all that and just become 
part of the fun. If I don’t dance too 
flamboyantly, it’s not because I’m afraid I’ll 
break something, but because I never danced 
that flamboyantly anyway. If some clubbies 
act like I’m invisible, that’s fine, because I 
didn’t exactly turn heads when I was a 
21-year-old nerd in zippered turtlenecks 
either. Whatever exuberance I may be 
lacking is made up for with a mentor’s 
wisdom and a giddy willingness to encounter 
new generations and trends. And I’ve found 
that no one mocks me anyway—my “tired 
queen” days are long gone. I’ve seen the glory 
days, but with NYC nightlife on a resurgence, 
I realize that once I’m out there, the years 
melt away and my wizened ass is new and 
exciting again. These days, I go to Playhouse, 
the Q, the Spot, Hush, and XOXO Lounge, 
where I get the drag queens’ references and 
am now mature enough to know to tip for 
them. Come join me, darling.

La Dolce Musto

Musto in his prime with the beautiful people—some of whom are still alive! Joaquín Aldeguer

The spell was 
broken when he 
exclaimed, “Hello, 
darling!” That 
“darling” said it all. 
He might as well 
have said, “Have 
fun at the Life Care 
Center. Enjoy the 
Jell-O.”

Joaquín Aldeguer

Still getting beyond 
the velvet ropes.
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REMEMBERING A TINY BUT 
RELENTLESS FIGHTER
Twenty years ago the Voice and New York City lost J.A. Lobbia, a 
reporter who feared only that she wasn’t doing enough

B
ack in the fall of 2001, the city was still 
reeling from the 9/11 attacks when 
workers at the Village Voice heard that 
one of our own was engaged in her 
own desperate struggle. 

J.A. Lobbia, who wrote the Towers & 
Tenements column detailing the immoral—
when not outright criminal—dealings of 
crooked landlords and the politicians who 
enabled them, had been diagnosed with 
ovarian cancer. She died a bit more than two 
months later, on Thanksgiving, at age 43. 

So many of those who Julie wrote about 
and advocated for—the evicted, the home-
less, the cheated—as well as the politicians 
and judges whom she questioned and chal-
lenged and demanded more of, along with 
those who worked with her in the Voice’s rab-
bit warren cubicles, have never forgotten her. 

Below are a few testaments to a journalist 
who set a bar the rest of us still look up to.

 
Small Stature, Big Impact

I didn’t like her much at first. 
She had caught the eye of my oldest and 

dearest friend at the Voice, Joe Jesselli, and 
despite whatever feminist principles I 
mouthed, I was jealous, and annoyed. Plus 
she was tiny and exquisite, fearless and in-
trepid—and given all that, who wanted her 
around?

In the end, everyone, including me. She 
married Joe; I didn’t go to the wedding, I am 
ashamed to say. We made friends slowly, but 
like so many relationships that get off to a 
rocky start, our bond ended up being deep 
and profound, or at least I like to think so.

On the surface, we didn’t have much in 
common. She was a demon cyclist; I was a 
clumsy oaf who hadn’t been on a bike since 
elementary school. I was the fashion editor 
of the Voice and I loved to shop. Julie was of 
the if-you-buy-something-you-have-to-
give-something-away school of acquisition. 
She was a serious investigative reporter on 
the housing beat, with many awards to her 
credit, dedicating her life to exposing cor-
ruption and venality. Though I was the head 
of the union and cared mightily about the 
rights of my fellow workers, I have always 
operated on the Lynnie, you deserve a present! 
principle to get me through the day. 

Which is not to say that Julie didn’t have 
her own style—she would often change in her 
office from her bike clothes into one of her 
trademark thrift store dresses. And she did 
occasionally let me take her shopping for new 
things. She may have been saintly, but she 

was never sanctimonious. We shared a 
wicked sense of humor. She loved ribald 
songs—one in particular, which involved a 
faintly lascivious dance, still makes me laugh. 

I remember seeing her coming out of 
Kmart once, her arms piled high with 
blankets and pillows she had just bought for 
an indigent family she had written about. 
With my usual warmth and tact, I snarled, 
“Julie, you are not supposed to solve their 
problems yourself!” “I can do whatever I 
want!” she shouted back.

What she wanted was to do the most 
good for the most people in the shockingly 
short time she had on Earth. 

Julie was diagnosed just a few days after 
9/11, which only went to prove that tragedy 
could strike big and small, that no horror is 
like any other and yet they are all alike in 
many ways.

Just before she passed away, when she 
knew that the situation was hopeless, she 
went for a wild ride without her helmet. I 
like to think of her that way, speeding down 
the East River Drive, her beautiful auburn 
hair streaming behind her.

A little more than a year and a half after 
she died, one of those commemorative 
street signs that grace corners in New York 
City was erected at Herald Square with her 
name on it. Her mother was at the 
dedication, and she turned to me and said 
how nice it was, and I, channeling Julie’s 
frankness and audacity, replied, “It’s nice, 
but it sucks.” Her mom, who had the same 
steadfast intelligence as her daughter, 
nodded. 

“Yes. It sucks.” And it did, and it still does. 
—Lynn Yaeger

“No Woman, No Cry” 
A Song for Julie Lobbia

Julie Lobbia, unapologetically, was all up in 
my face the first time we met, one day in 
1990. We were newcomers to the Voice, and I 
was still navigating my way around the maze 
of shanty-like newsrooms in the paper’s 
headquarters, at 842 Broadway. It was my 
fifth visit as a freelancer, after covering Black 
New York’s reaction, a few months earlier, to 
the guilty verdicts in the Central Park rape 
trial, and I got lost working my way back to 
editor Michael Caruso’s cutting floor. And 
wouldn’t you know it—I didn’t ask anyone, 
for fear of ridicule. Oddly, though, I was 
attracted by a stomping gait that announced 
the presence of an astonishingly spirited 
Lobbia, who stood barely five feet tall and 

gestured wildly with short-bread hands. 
“Over there!” the stranger with the pretty 
face instructed, pointing to a room next to a 
sprawling newspaper morgue, and out of no-
where she began to upbraid me for behaving 
intemperately toward the sharp-eyed sleuths 
of the fact-checking department.

She said she’d heard me rattling off an-
swers to a fact-checker’s persistent queries 
in my sometimes combative Trinidadian 
brogue. She said she realized the process 
was still all new to me. I’d better slow down. 
Be patient. My stories getting into the Voice 
depended heavily on the fact-
checkers’ say-so. And, please, 
Lobbia added, striking a note of 
levity as I grimaced, tone it down 
on those sultry calypsos I’d been 
belting out while aimlessly 
milling about the staid workplace. 
I told her that the song in my head 
since the verdict was Bob Marley’s 
“No Woman, No Cry,” a tribute to 
the grieving mothers of the 
Central Park Five.

Months later, after the Voice 
relocated to 36 Cooper Square, my 
exclusive reportage about the 
growing Black activist movement 
around police brutality and social 
injustice in New York City became 
a savage bone of contention 
among some veteran anti–Al 
Sharpton critics at the paper. 
Lobbia jumped to my defense, 
pointing out that it wasn’t easy 
corralling Black rage—and having 
access to Black leadership is why 
the paper hired me in the first 
place. Her intense critique of my 
story “Why is Al Sharpton Behaving?” (after 
the activist had called for a nonviolent 
response to the white man who stabbed him 
in the chest) begat a hasty rewrite that would 
help me prove the naysayers wrong. It 
shaped the future of the so-called “race 
beat” at the Voice. Lobbia would go on to edit 
some of my pieces, assuring them maximum 
exposure in Metro, the front-of-the-book 
section later renamed CityState.

Recently, following Eric Adams’s 
election as the second Black mayor of our 
city, I reminisced about Lobbia’s earlier 
predictions concerning his political 
ambitions. Her keen interest in him proved 
hauntingly accurate. In February 2001, 
Lobbia, who was not editing me by that 
time, pushed for a feature on the outspoken 
police captain, who was in a rare position of 
authority for a Black man in the NYPD. 
After reading a draft I had sent to her 
touting “Eric Adams for Police 
Commissioner,” Lobbia said that a couple 
of lines painting a human picture of him 
might endear him to white skeptics who 
otherwise would dismiss the story as a joke. 
Wasn’t Adams a likable figure who she had 
heard described somewhere as “the 
laughing policeman?”

My story was ready for publication in 
July, and I added these lines with Lobbia in 
mind: A stocky, clean-cut figure with an 
imposing stride, the bald-headed Adams is 
sometimes referred to as “the laughing 
policeman” because of his ebullient giggle. For 
weeks after that I didn’t see much of Lobbia 

around the newsroom, and I found out later 
that she was sick.

But one afternoon, as the summer of 
2001 faded, the sound of Lobbia’s trademark 
stomping pierced through the keyboard clat-
ter of muckrakers on deadline. “Noel!” she 
shouted, and kept on pushing her bicycle to-
ward a back office where she’d toiled for 
many years. A few minutes later, I found 
Lobbia with film critic J. Hoberman. She 
leapt into my arms and squeezed. “I have 
cancer,” she said. “I never imagined I’d be in 
your arms crying.” I embraced the little 

darling with a tight hug. She hugged back, 
even tighter, as if to say, I feel you—and it’s 
OK. I let go as my tears gushed, and I walked 
away, singing, “No Woman, No Cry.” I never 
saw Julie Lobbia again.

—Peter Noel

Hallelujah for an Editor

I believe I met Julie on her first day at the 
Voice, in 1990. I was a freelance writer, 
formerly an intern. The paper had just hired 
a Metro editor, and I followed the buzz off the 
elevator to the Voice’s equivalent of a water 
cooler—our receptionist Frank “Frankie 
Bones” Ruscitti’s desk. And there was Julie, 
shining in her genuine and enthusiastic way: 
5’ 0’’ with a Chicago accent, sparking 
conversation and welcoming people as they 
welcomed her. You could tell she was 
passionate about the paper, about righting 
wrongs, and couldn’t wait to jump into the 
fray. 

Julie was curious about everything, and 
had a great eye for the bizarre, if not the 
salacious. Case in point, the sex life of living 
prehistoric creatures. Of course horseshoe 
crab mating season in NYC would make a 
great story! It seemed silly yet primordial to 
be on Brooklyn’s Plum Beach with hundreds 
of these pointy-tailed horny throwbacks on 
top of each other or slowly inching into 
position. Julie was such a contrast to those 
anthropods seemingly frozen in time. Every 
outing, every exchange with her felt like 
living life to the fullest. And she was right. She 
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Julie Lobbia in 1998, at a festive City Hall wedding.

wrote a very entertaining piece.
We were all thrilled when Julie was given 

more time to write about housing and 
poverty issues (which eventually led to her 
column, Towers & Tenements), but it left a 
big hole for Metro writers. A great editor is 
like having a better you on the job. One 
Christmas Eve afternoon I had to be at 36 
Cooper Square to work on a housing piece 
with an editor I didn’t always get along with. 
But, hallelujah, when I got there it turned out 
that Julie was my editor. Best Christmas gift 
ever! On the topic of housing, she was 
insightful and zealous, occasionally 
bouncing around in her seat like a shark 
sensing which way to turn the story to go in 
for the kill. We worked in the shadow of a 
small statue of Jesus, arms outstretched, part 
of Julie’s collection of found objects. And 
there was her bicycle, always at the ready.

It’s hard to believe she’s been gone so long. 
I imagine all the good she would have done 
and the awards she would have won, as well 
as the things I would have learned from her. 
She was a true urban hero, riding the city 
streets, seeking out injustice and enjoying the 
ride. 

—Jill Weiner

Hellacious Rider

She wanted to be buried in her bike shoes. 
Julie Lobbia was a mad cyclist. For years, 

she logged at least 125 miles a week—
sometimes far more—running errands, 
reporting, doing loops of Central Park, and 
taking long weekend rides. She kept track of 
the miles she was putting on her new bike 
frame, a petite one she had grudgingly 
chosen to suit her height.

I met Julie years after I left my job as copy 
chief for the Voice, because a mutual friend 
who worked there, Karen Cook, thought we 
would hit it off. She was right. We met for 
dinner, and Julie, in her trademark old-
fashioned old-lady wingtip boots, explained 
that she was skipping her favorite part—red 
wine—because she had gout. Gout! I was 
entranced by her throwback ailment, and 
then bowled over by her racy humor and 
raucous laugh.

We rode all over New York City, delving 
into Brooklyn, the Bronx, and Queens. And 
with the New York Cycle Club, we sped along 
in tight, disciplined formations deep into 
New Jersey and Long Island. Not with the 
fastest group of cyclists, who were expected 
to average 23 miles an hour, but with the 
second-fastest, averaging 21 miles an hour. 
We could hit 50 or even 60 on a major 
downhill, and we would ride all day. 

How strong and fierce she was. Total 
energy, intelligence, and grit. I once floated 
the idea that she had “short woman 
syndrome,” because, at five feet tall, she 
could outreport, outwrite, outbike, outlaugh, 
and outlast pretty much everybody. 
Everything was more interesting with Julie. 
She’d make odd connections, tease you. She 
called us all by our last names, tough-guy 
style. 

On Thanksgiving Day, 2001, just hours 
after I had seen her last, I got a call telling me 
she was gone. I wrote a draft of her obituary 
and we sent it to the New York papers. 

Somebody questioned that our biking group 
made three loops of Central Park in under an 
hour. “That’s like 20 miles an hour,” the 
skeptic said. “Come on.” Oh, no, I said. We 
had computers on our bikes, and we tracked 
our speed obsessively. We averaged 20+. 

Julie was fierce on hills. “Hills are your 
friends,” bikers say; they hone your technique 
and make you strong. My view: With friends 
like that, who needs enemies? But Julie 
darted up, whatever the grade, standing to 
get all her 100-ish pounds into the pedals and 
haul ass. 

Our first century—100-mile ride—was 
actually only hers. The route was out to 
Montauk, at the southeastern tip of Long 
Island, and Julie took the longest of the 
organized routes, starting from the Plaza 
Hotel, across from Central Park. She logged 
120 miles that day, all the way to the Montauk 
Lighthouse. My cousin Tim and I took the 
train and started 40 or so miles in. We were 
already beat when she caught up with us, 
somewhere near the Hamptons—and left us 
in her dust, no doubt with a juicy taunt lost to 
time. 

We’d packed red wine and frozen steaks in 
the bags the ride organizers ferried out for us, 
meant to hold just a change of clothes. We’d 
booked a cabin near the beach, and we grilled 
the steaks and guzzled the wine through the 
starry summer night. She and Tim cracked 
each other up by emulating old lechers 
mumbling about wanting “a little sumpin 
sumpin.” They carried on with it on the bus 
ride back the next day, and somehow, for real, 
it just didn’t get old. 

One year, we did the self-billed “flattest 
century,” in the Delmarva Peninsula (which 
includes most of Delaware and parts of 
Maryland and Virginia). The start was early, 
and our hotel’s walls appeared to be 
engineered to transmit the sound of the coke-
fueled bacchanal next door. At 11 p.m., we 
called the desk and asked if the two couples 
partying could be urged to cool it. Moments 
later, we heard their phone ring, and then the 
slam of the headset and a woman’s defiant 
voice, in pure New Jersey twang: “We’re not 
lowd! We’re not lowd!” 

We had the front desk put us through to 
the room, and we assured the woman that 
she was, indeed, very lowd. 

I fell asleep, but Julie didn’t, not until they 
stopped, around 1:30 in the morning. At 
dawn, when we staggered out into the 
parking lot, Julie was struck by evil genius. I 
can’t remember which one of us actually 
called the desk, asked for the room, and, 
when the very same woman picked up, said, 
“We just wanted you to know what it’s like 
not to be able to sleep.” Ms. Not Lowd 
whimpered, “I will nevah stay in this hotel 
again.” We were so proud of ourselves. 

However sleep-deprived, you can’t really 
be sleepy while biking. Maybe 60 miles in, we 
saw the famous wild ponies in the area, and 
Julie, riffing off the road signs, observed that 
she had “a Chincoteague in my Assateague.” 
A guy from a group of born-again riders (as 
advertised on their jerseys) pedaled up and 
tried to proselytize us. A few miles later, we 
followed him onto a fairly lengthy, extremely 
unwelcome stretch of bumpy terrain, and 
Julie growled quietly, “Where’s your god 
now?” 

No wonder she wanted to be buried in her 
bike shoes. 

And so she was.
—Andrea Kannapell

Who Needs Art?

Well, as I rummage around in my memory, 
let me also search through the Village Voice 
archives … and here it is, the first masthead 
with that enigmatic moniker: J.A. Lobbia, 
Assistant Features Editor, in the December 
18, 1990, issue. Some say that the best gifts 
come in small packages, and Julie Lobbia, a 
righteous muckraker from Chicago, was an 
early Christmas present to Gotham that none 
of us knew we had coming. 

I wasn’t yet a writer in those days—I was a 
painter with a day job doing paste-up. Laying 
out both the ads and the editorial columns on 
the big blue-lined boards was the perfect 
vocation for a voracious reader, and I soon 
realized I might want to try my hand at 
supplying some of the paper’s content. I had 
gotten to know Julie through discussing labor 
issues as they related to the paper’s own, 
always contentious union negotiations as 

well as in the larger world, and we were in 
basic agreement that the bosses should find it 
in their hearts to part with more of their 
profits for the general good. But I was also 
hoping to become a successful artist, and 
Julie would cackle at the ludicrous disconnect 
between the intrinsic worth of a painting’s 
materials—canvas, wood stretchers, paint—
and the obscene prices that, say, a Warhol 
Marilyn Monroe diptych would bring at 
auction. It was Julie’s contention that such 
frivolous baubles of manufactured desire 
shouldn’t even exist until every human on 
Earth had, at minimum, decent shelter and 
plenty to eat. My arguments about the sheer 
beauty or challenging concepts or 
ameliorating humanism of great art would 
elicit a dismissive shake of her head and a 
withering comment about some rapacious 
landlord who also had a vast art collection.

Still, when I did start publishing art 
reviews in the Voice, Julie, in her eternal 
generosity, was one of the first writers who 
got across to me, with her emphasis on fact-
checking, concision, and dynamism, that this 
whole writing thing was going to be damned 
hard. And not for the faint-hearted. Fact-
checking? I’m writing art reviews, for 
Chrissakes!

But that was the point: All of these words 
and facts and (hopefully) informed opinions 
were destined to be ink on paper, grain on 
microfilm, and—just a glimmer back then—
pixels on screens. You’re always writing for 
posterity, and you owe it to your readers and 
to history and to yourself (pretty much in that 
order) to get the facts straight and true. And it 
was a privilege—one that had to be earned—
to have a platform like the Voice where you 

could put your two cents’ worth in print. 
Still, Julie was writing about street-level 

injustices, exposés of Dickensian landlords 
who barely maintained their buildings, even 
while harassing, threatening, and evicting 
lawful tenants in a never-ending quest to 
drive up rents—in order, I guess, to buy 
another painting at Sotheby’s … maybe one 
I’d written about at some point.

So I was surprised one day when Julie said 
there was a show at the Whitney that she 
wanted to see. I leaped at the chance to escort 
her. Snow was swirling amid a feral wind; it 
must have been the opening, because I 
remember we passed a long line of folks 
bowing hooded heads and hugging each 
other for warmth as they waited. It was 
something straight out of Dr. Zhivago, but I 
had passes from the press office and told her 
we could saunter right in. She looked back at 
the huddled masses and said, in all 
seriousness, that maybe if we waited in line 
we’d appreciate the art more, since I was the 
one who always said art was a refuge from 
ugliness. 

I said something about her being on my 
turf now, and besides, there was plenty of art 
that challenged the complacency of those 
who were rich enough to indulge in it, and it’s 
damn cold and I’m on deadline, so c’mon. 

Inside, I tried to interest her in a Pollock 
here, maybe a Robert Smithson or Eva Hesse 
there—those wonders of formal 
experimentation and enrapturing 
aesthetics—but they garnered at best a polite 
nod. And then we found it. The artwork Julie 
Lobbia had trudged through the bitter cold to 
see: Hans Haacke’s Shapolsky et al. 
Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, a Real-Time 
Social System, as of May 1, 1971. We faced a 
wall of black-and-white photographs 
documenting tenement buildings around 
New York City, rows of banal facades 
garlanded with fire escapes. Beneath each 
photo were typewritten sheets covered with 
facts and figures, block and lot numbers, 
sales histories, governing regulations: “6 
story walk-up old law tenement,” “6 story 
walk-up new law apt. bld. (1901-20).” 

Before I realized that I was looking at the 
German-born Haacke’s critique of nefarious 
wealth, a survey of the real estate holdings of 
Harry Shapolsky, who had many 
entanglements with the law owing to his 
ruthless business model, sketchy shell 
companies, and bribery scandals, Julie had 
whipped out pencil and paper and was busily 
scribbling down important facts, straining on 
tip-toe to lift her maybe-five-foot frame up a 
bit higher to study the top tier of revelations.  

I sighed and went in search of Jasper 
Johns’s trilevel American flag painting, the 
rich, luminous encaustic surface seemingly 
as dense as plutonium. 

Much later, when Julie had filled up one of 
those hip-pocket reporter’s notebooks, we 
wandered a bit more. As we prepared to take 
our leave, we passed Kiki Smith’s 1992 Tale, a 
sculpture of a woman on all fours with a long 
tail of feces trailing behind her, a “tale,” as it 
were, of abjection, of bodily absolutes, and of 
all that we leave behind. 

Julie beamed at me, and exclaimed, “Now, 
that’s art!”

And she was right.
—R.C. Baker

She may have 
been saintly, but 
she was never 
sanctimonious.
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REMEMBERING A TINY BUT 
RELENTLESS FIGHTER
Twenty years ago the Voice and New York City lost J.A. Lobbia, a 
reporter who feared only that she wasn’t doing enough

B
ack in the fall of 2001, the city was still 
reeling from the 9/11 attacks when 
workers at the Village Voice heard that 
one of our own was engaged in her 
own desperate struggle. 

J.A. Lobbia, who wrote the Towers & 
Tenements column detailing the immoral—
when not outright criminal—dealings of 
crooked landlords and the politicians who 
enabled them, had been diagnosed with 
ovarian cancer. She died a bit more than two 
months later, on Thanksgiving, at age 43. 

So many of those who Julie wrote about 
and advocated for—the evicted, the home-
less, the cheated—as well as the politicians 
and judges whom she questioned and chal-
lenged and demanded more of, along with 
those who worked with her in the Voice’s rab-
bit warren cubicles, have never forgotten her. 

Below are a few testaments to a journalist 
who set a bar the rest of us still look up to.

 
Small Stature, Big Impact

I didn’t like her much at first. 
She had caught the eye of my oldest and 

dearest friend at the Voice, Joe Jesselli, and 
despite whatever feminist principles I 
mouthed, I was jealous, and annoyed. Plus 
she was tiny and exquisite, fearless and in-
trepid—and given all that, who wanted her 
around?

In the end, everyone, including me. She 
married Joe; I didn’t go to the wedding, I am 
ashamed to say. We made friends slowly, but 
like so many relationships that get off to a 
rocky start, our bond ended up being deep 
and profound, or at least I like to think so.

On the surface, we didn’t have much in 
common. She was a demon cyclist; I was a 
clumsy oaf who hadn’t been on a bike since 
elementary school. I was the fashion editor 
of the Voice and I loved to shop. Julie was of 
the if-you-buy-something-you-have-to-
give-something-away school of acquisition. 
She was a serious investigative reporter on 
the housing beat, with many awards to her 
credit, dedicating her life to exposing cor-
ruption and venality. Though I was the head 
of the union and cared mightily about the 
rights of my fellow workers, I have always 
operated on the Lynnie, you deserve a present! 
principle to get me through the day. 

Which is not to say that Julie didn’t have 
her own style—she would often change in her 
office from her bike clothes into one of her 
trademark thrift store dresses. And she did 
occasionally let me take her shopping for new 
things. She may have been saintly, but she 

was never sanctimonious. We shared a 
wicked sense of humor. She loved ribald 
songs—one in particular, which involved a 
faintly lascivious dance, still makes me laugh. 

I remember seeing her coming out of 
Kmart once, her arms piled high with 
blankets and pillows she had just bought for 
an indigent family she had written about. 
With my usual warmth and tact, I snarled, 
“Julie, you are not supposed to solve their 
problems yourself!” “I can do whatever I 
want!” she shouted back.

What she wanted was to do the most 
good for the most people in the shockingly 
short time she had on Earth. 

Julie was diagnosed just a few days after 
9/11, which only went to prove that tragedy 
could strike big and small, that no horror is 
like any other and yet they are all alike in 
many ways.

Just before she passed away, when she 
knew that the situation was hopeless, she 
went for a wild ride without her helmet. I 
like to think of her that way, speeding down 
the East River Drive, her beautiful auburn 
hair streaming behind her.

A little more than a year and a half after 
she died, one of those commemorative 
street signs that grace corners in New York 
City was erected at Herald Square with her 
name on it. Her mother was at the 
dedication, and she turned to me and said 
how nice it was, and I, channeling Julie’s 
frankness and audacity, replied, “It’s nice, 
but it sucks.” Her mom, who had the same 
steadfast intelligence as her daughter, 
nodded. 

“Yes. It sucks.” And it did, and it still does. 
—Lynn Yaeger

“No Woman, No Cry” 
A Song for Julie Lobbia

Julie Lobbia, unapologetically, was all up in 
my face the first time we met, one day in 
1990. We were newcomers to the Voice, and I 
was still navigating my way around the maze 
of shanty-like newsrooms in the paper’s 
headquarters, at 842 Broadway. It was my 
fifth visit as a freelancer, after covering Black 
New York’s reaction, a few months earlier, to 
the guilty verdicts in the Central Park rape 
trial, and I got lost working my way back to 
editor Michael Caruso’s cutting floor. And 
wouldn’t you know it—I didn’t ask anyone, 
for fear of ridicule. Oddly, though, I was 
attracted by a stomping gait that announced 
the presence of an astonishingly spirited 
Lobbia, who stood barely five feet tall and 

gestured wildly with short-bread hands. 
“Over there!” the stranger with the pretty 
face instructed, pointing to a room next to a 
sprawling newspaper morgue, and out of no-
where she began to upbraid me for behaving 
intemperately toward the sharp-eyed sleuths 
of the fact-checking department.

She said she’d heard me rattling off an-
swers to a fact-checker’s persistent queries 
in my sometimes combative Trinidadian 
brogue. She said she realized the process 
was still all new to me. I’d better slow down. 
Be patient. My stories getting into the Voice 
depended heavily on the fact-
checkers’ say-so. And, please, 
Lobbia added, striking a note of 
levity as I grimaced, tone it down 
on those sultry calypsos I’d been 
belting out while aimlessly 
milling about the staid workplace. 
I told her that the song in my head 
since the verdict was Bob Marley’s 
“No Woman, No Cry,” a tribute to 
the grieving mothers of the 
Central Park Five.

Months later, after the Voice 
relocated to 36 Cooper Square, my 
exclusive reportage about the 
growing Black activist movement 
around police brutality and social 
injustice in New York City became 
a savage bone of contention 
among some veteran anti–Al 
Sharpton critics at the paper. 
Lobbia jumped to my defense, 
pointing out that it wasn’t easy 
corralling Black rage—and having 
access to Black leadership is why 
the paper hired me in the first 
place. Her intense critique of my 
story “Why is Al Sharpton Behaving?” (after 
the activist had called for a nonviolent 
response to the white man who stabbed him 
in the chest) begat a hasty rewrite that would 
help me prove the naysayers wrong. It 
shaped the future of the so-called “race 
beat” at the Voice. Lobbia would go on to edit 
some of my pieces, assuring them maximum 
exposure in Metro, the front-of-the-book 
section later renamed CityState.

Recently, following Eric Adams’s 
election as the second Black mayor of our 
city, I reminisced about Lobbia’s earlier 
predictions concerning his political 
ambitions. Her keen interest in him proved 
hauntingly accurate. In February 2001, 
Lobbia, who was not editing me by that 
time, pushed for a feature on the outspoken 
police captain, who was in a rare position of 
authority for a Black man in the NYPD. 
After reading a draft I had sent to her 
touting “Eric Adams for Police 
Commissioner,” Lobbia said that a couple 
of lines painting a human picture of him 
might endear him to white skeptics who 
otherwise would dismiss the story as a joke. 
Wasn’t Adams a likable figure who she had 
heard described somewhere as “the 
laughing policeman?”

My story was ready for publication in 
July, and I added these lines with Lobbia in 
mind: A stocky, clean-cut figure with an 
imposing stride, the bald-headed Adams is 
sometimes referred to as “the laughing 
policeman” because of his ebullient giggle. For 
weeks after that I didn’t see much of Lobbia 

around the newsroom, and I found out later 
that she was sick.

But one afternoon, as the summer of 
2001 faded, the sound of Lobbia’s trademark 
stomping pierced through the keyboard clat-
ter of muckrakers on deadline. “Noel!” she 
shouted, and kept on pushing her bicycle to-
ward a back office where she’d toiled for 
many years. A few minutes later, I found 
Lobbia with film critic J. Hoberman. She 
leapt into my arms and squeezed. “I have 
cancer,” she said. “I never imagined I’d be in 
your arms crying.” I embraced the little 

darling with a tight hug. She hugged back, 
even tighter, as if to say, I feel you—and it’s 
OK. I let go as my tears gushed, and I walked 
away, singing, “No Woman, No Cry.” I never 
saw Julie Lobbia again.

—Peter Noel

Hallelujah for an Editor

I believe I met Julie on her first day at the 
Voice, in 1990. I was a freelance writer, 
formerly an intern. The paper had just hired 
a Metro editor, and I followed the buzz off the 
elevator to the Voice’s equivalent of a water 
cooler—our receptionist Frank “Frankie 
Bones” Ruscitti’s desk. And there was Julie, 
shining in her genuine and enthusiastic way: 
5’ 0’’ with a Chicago accent, sparking 
conversation and welcoming people as they 
welcomed her. You could tell she was 
passionate about the paper, about righting 
wrongs, and couldn’t wait to jump into the 
fray. 

Julie was curious about everything, and 
had a great eye for the bizarre, if not the 
salacious. Case in point, the sex life of living 
prehistoric creatures. Of course horseshoe 
crab mating season in NYC would make a 
great story! It seemed silly yet primordial to 
be on Brooklyn’s Plum Beach with hundreds 
of these pointy-tailed horny throwbacks on 
top of each other or slowly inching into 
position. Julie was such a contrast to those 
anthropods seemingly frozen in time. Every 
outing, every exchange with her felt like 
living life to the fullest. And she was right. She 
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wrote a very entertaining piece.
We were all thrilled when Julie was given 

more time to write about housing and 
poverty issues (which eventually led to her 
column, Towers & Tenements), but it left a 
big hole for Metro writers. A great editor is 
like having a better you on the job. One 
Christmas Eve afternoon I had to be at 36 
Cooper Square to work on a housing piece 
with an editor I didn’t always get along with. 
But, hallelujah, when I got there it turned out 
that Julie was my editor. Best Christmas gift 
ever! On the topic of housing, she was 
insightful and zealous, occasionally 
bouncing around in her seat like a shark 
sensing which way to turn the story to go in 
for the kill. We worked in the shadow of a 
small statue of Jesus, arms outstretched, part 
of Julie’s collection of found objects. And 
there was her bicycle, always at the ready.

It’s hard to believe she’s been gone so long. 
I imagine all the good she would have done 
and the awards she would have won, as well 
as the things I would have learned from her. 
She was a true urban hero, riding the city 
streets, seeking out injustice and enjoying the 
ride. 

—Jill Weiner

Hellacious Rider

She wanted to be buried in her bike shoes. 
Julie Lobbia was a mad cyclist. For years, 

she logged at least 125 miles a week—
sometimes far more—running errands, 
reporting, doing loops of Central Park, and 
taking long weekend rides. She kept track of 
the miles she was putting on her new bike 
frame, a petite one she had grudgingly 
chosen to suit her height.

I met Julie years after I left my job as copy 
chief for the Voice, because a mutual friend 
who worked there, Karen Cook, thought we 
would hit it off. She was right. We met for 
dinner, and Julie, in her trademark old-
fashioned old-lady wingtip boots, explained 
that she was skipping her favorite part—red 
wine—because she had gout. Gout! I was 
entranced by her throwback ailment, and 
then bowled over by her racy humor and 
raucous laugh.

We rode all over New York City, delving 
into Brooklyn, the Bronx, and Queens. And 
with the New York Cycle Club, we sped along 
in tight, disciplined formations deep into 
New Jersey and Long Island. Not with the 
fastest group of cyclists, who were expected 
to average 23 miles an hour, but with the 
second-fastest, averaging 21 miles an hour. 
We could hit 50 or even 60 on a major 
downhill, and we would ride all day. 

How strong and fierce she was. Total 
energy, intelligence, and grit. I once floated 
the idea that she had “short woman 
syndrome,” because, at five feet tall, she 
could outreport, outwrite, outbike, outlaugh, 
and outlast pretty much everybody. 
Everything was more interesting with Julie. 
She’d make odd connections, tease you. She 
called us all by our last names, tough-guy 
style. 

On Thanksgiving Day, 2001, just hours 
after I had seen her last, I got a call telling me 
she was gone. I wrote a draft of her obituary 
and we sent it to the New York papers. 

Somebody questioned that our biking group 
made three loops of Central Park in under an 
hour. “That’s like 20 miles an hour,” the 
skeptic said. “Come on.” Oh, no, I said. We 
had computers on our bikes, and we tracked 
our speed obsessively. We averaged 20+. 

Julie was fierce on hills. “Hills are your 
friends,” bikers say; they hone your technique 
and make you strong. My view: With friends 
like that, who needs enemies? But Julie 
darted up, whatever the grade, standing to 
get all her 100-ish pounds into the pedals and 
haul ass. 

Our first century—100-mile ride—was 
actually only hers. The route was out to 
Montauk, at the southeastern tip of Long 
Island, and Julie took the longest of the 
organized routes, starting from the Plaza 
Hotel, across from Central Park. She logged 
120 miles that day, all the way to the Montauk 
Lighthouse. My cousin Tim and I took the 
train and started 40 or so miles in. We were 
already beat when she caught up with us, 
somewhere near the Hamptons—and left us 
in her dust, no doubt with a juicy taunt lost to 
time. 

We’d packed red wine and frozen steaks in 
the bags the ride organizers ferried out for us, 
meant to hold just a change of clothes. We’d 
booked a cabin near the beach, and we grilled 
the steaks and guzzled the wine through the 
starry summer night. She and Tim cracked 
each other up by emulating old lechers 
mumbling about wanting “a little sumpin 
sumpin.” They carried on with it on the bus 
ride back the next day, and somehow, for real, 
it just didn’t get old. 

One year, we did the self-billed “flattest 
century,” in the Delmarva Peninsula (which 
includes most of Delaware and parts of 
Maryland and Virginia). The start was early, 
and our hotel’s walls appeared to be 
engineered to transmit the sound of the coke-
fueled bacchanal next door. At 11 p.m., we 
called the desk and asked if the two couples 
partying could be urged to cool it. Moments 
later, we heard their phone ring, and then the 
slam of the headset and a woman’s defiant 
voice, in pure New Jersey twang: “We’re not 
lowd! We’re not lowd!” 

We had the front desk put us through to 
the room, and we assured the woman that 
she was, indeed, very lowd. 

I fell asleep, but Julie didn’t, not until they 
stopped, around 1:30 in the morning. At 
dawn, when we staggered out into the 
parking lot, Julie was struck by evil genius. I 
can’t remember which one of us actually 
called the desk, asked for the room, and, 
when the very same woman picked up, said, 
“We just wanted you to know what it’s like 
not to be able to sleep.” Ms. Not Lowd 
whimpered, “I will nevah stay in this hotel 
again.” We were so proud of ourselves. 

However sleep-deprived, you can’t really 
be sleepy while biking. Maybe 60 miles in, we 
saw the famous wild ponies in the area, and 
Julie, riffing off the road signs, observed that 
she had “a Chincoteague in my Assateague.” 
A guy from a group of born-again riders (as 
advertised on their jerseys) pedaled up and 
tried to proselytize us. A few miles later, we 
followed him onto a fairly lengthy, extremely 
unwelcome stretch of bumpy terrain, and 
Julie growled quietly, “Where’s your god 
now?” 

No wonder she wanted to be buried in her 
bike shoes. 

And so she was.
—Andrea Kannapell

Who Needs Art?

Well, as I rummage around in my memory, 
let me also search through the Village Voice 
archives … and here it is, the first masthead 
with that enigmatic moniker: J.A. Lobbia, 
Assistant Features Editor, in the December 
18, 1990, issue. Some say that the best gifts 
come in small packages, and Julie Lobbia, a 
righteous muckraker from Chicago, was an 
early Christmas present to Gotham that none 
of us knew we had coming. 

I wasn’t yet a writer in those days—I was a 
painter with a day job doing paste-up. Laying 
out both the ads and the editorial columns on 
the big blue-lined boards was the perfect 
vocation for a voracious reader, and I soon 
realized I might want to try my hand at 
supplying some of the paper’s content. I had 
gotten to know Julie through discussing labor 
issues as they related to the paper’s own, 
always contentious union negotiations as 

well as in the larger world, and we were in 
basic agreement that the bosses should find it 
in their hearts to part with more of their 
profits for the general good. But I was also 
hoping to become a successful artist, and 
Julie would cackle at the ludicrous disconnect 
between the intrinsic worth of a painting’s 
materials—canvas, wood stretchers, paint—
and the obscene prices that, say, a Warhol 
Marilyn Monroe diptych would bring at 
auction. It was Julie’s contention that such 
frivolous baubles of manufactured desire 
shouldn’t even exist until every human on 
Earth had, at minimum, decent shelter and 
plenty to eat. My arguments about the sheer 
beauty or challenging concepts or 
ameliorating humanism of great art would 
elicit a dismissive shake of her head and a 
withering comment about some rapacious 
landlord who also had a vast art collection.

Still, when I did start publishing art 
reviews in the Voice, Julie, in her eternal 
generosity, was one of the first writers who 
got across to me, with her emphasis on fact-
checking, concision, and dynamism, that this 
whole writing thing was going to be damned 
hard. And not for the faint-hearted. Fact-
checking? I’m writing art reviews, for 
Chrissakes!

But that was the point: All of these words 
and facts and (hopefully) informed opinions 
were destined to be ink on paper, grain on 
microfilm, and—just a glimmer back then—
pixels on screens. You’re always writing for 
posterity, and you owe it to your readers and 
to history and to yourself (pretty much in that 
order) to get the facts straight and true. And it 
was a privilege—one that had to be earned—
to have a platform like the Voice where you 

could put your two cents’ worth in print. 
Still, Julie was writing about street-level 

injustices, exposés of Dickensian landlords 
who barely maintained their buildings, even 
while harassing, threatening, and evicting 
lawful tenants in a never-ending quest to 
drive up rents—in order, I guess, to buy 
another painting at Sotheby’s … maybe one 
I’d written about at some point.

So I was surprised one day when Julie said 
there was a show at the Whitney that she 
wanted to see. I leaped at the chance to escort 
her. Snow was swirling amid a feral wind; it 
must have been the opening, because I 
remember we passed a long line of folks 
bowing hooded heads and hugging each 
other for warmth as they waited. It was 
something straight out of Dr. Zhivago, but I 
had passes from the press office and told her 
we could saunter right in. She looked back at 
the huddled masses and said, in all 
seriousness, that maybe if we waited in line 
we’d appreciate the art more, since I was the 
one who always said art was a refuge from 
ugliness. 

I said something about her being on my 
turf now, and besides, there was plenty of art 
that challenged the complacency of those 
who were rich enough to indulge in it, and it’s 
damn cold and I’m on deadline, so c’mon. 

Inside, I tried to interest her in a Pollock 
here, maybe a Robert Smithson or Eva Hesse 
there—those wonders of formal 
experimentation and enrapturing 
aesthetics—but they garnered at best a polite 
nod. And then we found it. The artwork Julie 
Lobbia had trudged through the bitter cold to 
see: Hans Haacke’s Shapolsky et al. 
Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, a Real-Time 
Social System, as of May 1, 1971. We faced a 
wall of black-and-white photographs 
documenting tenement buildings around 
New York City, rows of banal facades 
garlanded with fire escapes. Beneath each 
photo were typewritten sheets covered with 
facts and figures, block and lot numbers, 
sales histories, governing regulations: “6 
story walk-up old law tenement,” “6 story 
walk-up new law apt. bld. (1901-20).” 

Before I realized that I was looking at the 
German-born Haacke’s critique of nefarious 
wealth, a survey of the real estate holdings of 
Harry Shapolsky, who had many 
entanglements with the law owing to his 
ruthless business model, sketchy shell 
companies, and bribery scandals, Julie had 
whipped out pencil and paper and was busily 
scribbling down important facts, straining on 
tip-toe to lift her maybe-five-foot frame up a 
bit higher to study the top tier of revelations.  

I sighed and went in search of Jasper 
Johns’s trilevel American flag painting, the 
rich, luminous encaustic surface seemingly 
as dense as plutonium. 

Much later, when Julie had filled up one of 
those hip-pocket reporter’s notebooks, we 
wandered a bit more. As we prepared to take 
our leave, we passed Kiki Smith’s 1992 Tale, a 
sculpture of a woman on all fours with a long 
tail of feces trailing behind her, a “tale,” as it 
were, of abjection, of bodily absolutes, and of 
all that we leave behind. 

Julie beamed at me, and exclaimed, “Now, 
that’s art!”

And she was right.
—R.C. Baker

She may have 
been saintly, but 
she was never 
sanctimonious.
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THE FASCINATING LIFE OF 
VOICE OVER ARTIST BILL 
RATNER
By Keith Brunson

I
n 1961, 14-year-old Bill Ratner took his 
first job as an errand boy in Minneapolis 
at an ad agency for $1.25 an hour. In 1968, 
he broke into theatre at 21. In 1971, he 
landed his first radio job at 24 years old 

for $175 a week.
Bill Ratner is now 74 years old and works 

as one of Hollywood’s most dependable and 
versatile voice-over talents and writers in 
the industry. He continues to educate 
himself with a coach frequently, but why? 
“To keep my vocal cords limber and to 
prevent them from aging uncontrollably,” 
says Bill. After 60 years of working in all 
forms of show business, Bill is still 
working… regularly, “and I want to 
hopefully discover new ways of delivering 
text vocally.” He voices audiobooks, 
animation and movie trailers. He writes 
essays and publishes poetry and remains 
relative to millions. Bill Ratner is truly living 
an extraordinary life. (helznermanagement.
com/?page_id=1222)

Bill is still booking and still impressing, 
as he ponders, “It never occurred to me that 
your voice could be such a marketable skill, 
and it took me years to understand how 
wrong I was.”

He has been the voice of Discovery ID, 
the voice of Robot Chicken, The Family 
Guy, and the voice of “Flint” in G.I. Joe. He’s 
been called back to voice “Flint” for 40 
years. “But it was only 20 years ago that I 
realized a voice actor should treat their 
voice the way a ballerina or an NFL football 

player treat their body.” And from that 
discipline came the movie trailer business. 
(http://bill2582.wixsite.com/billratner)

Bill ventured off into the world of news 
voicing because he exercises control over 

his voice and became the voice of the 
Bloomberg News Network, “and there is 
something special to people when they hear 
the voice of authority.” He keeps that voice 
in tune by “treating it the same way that a 
Shakespearean actor does by investigating 
the possibilities of emotion, investigation 
and the preservation of the voice itself.”  
(www.billratner.com)

Across the years, Bill would become a 
true renaissance man. Forty years ago, he 
entered stand-up comedy and has since 
become a nine-time winner of the Moth 
Storytelling Slam. Along the way, Bill 
became an author. One book he authored 
was titled “Parenting for the Digital Age,” 

and it remains in print today.
And through it all, from day one, Bill has 

been a student of the voice. Voice training is 
available no matter where you live remotely 
through The Voice Shop, headquartered in 
New York City. (www.voiceshopcoaching.
com) “We all need continued instruction if 
we want to constantly improve,” says Bill. “I 
would have never been able to remain 
current without a voice coach.”

As a SAG-AFTRA member, Bill now 
collects a pension, makes residuals from 
past credits, and is provided health 
insurance. All the while still working 15 
hours a week on new clients. Bill is the rare 
individual who takes his voice and his love 
of communication and turns it into not just 
a business but an empire. “I’ve always 
believed my voice would continue to 
improve until I was no longer able to stand 
up to a microphone,” says Bill.

He is a contributing voice of the 
Smithsonian Channel, the Discovery 
Channel, the Travel Channel, PBS and 
NPR. Commercially, you can hear him as 
the voice behind V-8, Sprint, Chips A-hoy, 
Pizza Hut and Hyundai. “And I do have a 
class next week with my coach, which I 
would not want to miss,” says Bill.

If anything can be learned from Bill’s 
story, it is to continue to educate yourself. 
Most anyone that is working in their mid-
seventies has discontinued their training 
long ago. But Bill continues to be a student 
of the arts, getting constant instruction 
from an outside party that can benefit his 
life, “and it does improve mine, that’s for 
sure,” says Bill. This type of education is 
available to you remotely at The Voice Shop.

So, no matter who you are or where your 
aspirations lie, remember the lessons 
learned here the next time you contemplate 
a future in voice-over. Bill believes in today, 
and he believes in tomorrow, and because 

of it, Bill Ratner is 
truly living a 
fascinating life.

Keith Brunson is a 
writer and is the host 
of “The Voice 
Choice,” a vodcast 
about the voiceover 
business.

Sponsored

 Voice actors 
in-training with 
voice coach Mike 
George at The 
Voice Shop in New 
York City.

Voice acting requires 
control and training and 
to become the “voice 
of authority” as Bill has 
achieved.

From radio DJ to comedian and author, Bill 
Ratner continues to leverage his voice and 
writing to build his business.

Bill Ratner during 
a voice acting 
session.

A young Bill Ratner, 
during his first radio 
job in 1971.

Bill utilizes a vocal coach to keep his voice 
“limber” as he provides voiceovers for a wide 
variety of voice projects.
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THANKS FOR FEASTING 
SUSTAINABLY
Getting past the greenwashing hype to find real ways to give thanks 
to the planet year-round
By Ali Smith

G
rowing up in New York City, the times 
my failing nuclear family of three got 
along best were when we went out to 
eat. By age 10, I could order at several 
Chinese, Spanish, Ukrainian, Italian, 

and Hungarian restaurants without a menu. 
Once I hit the teen years and mainly only 
wanted to eat pizza, there were still 17 differ-
ent “Original Ray’s” to choose from. So I get, 
on a cellular level—cells made out of pierogi, 
bagels with a schmear, jackfruit tamales, and 
shrimp Pad Thai—why restaurant culture 
means so much to New Yorkers.

Dining out makes me feel … at home.
But eventually—and I know you’re not 

going to like this, because I hate it—every-
thing we love changes, around us and with-
out our consent. Take Thanksgiving, for 
instance, a holiday about to celebrate its 
400th anniversary. It’s one that’s given me 
the warm-and-fuzzies in the past. My mom, 
who hated cooking, would slide a wiggly 
tube of “cranberry sauce” out of a can once a 
year, blacken marshmallows on top of sweet 
potatoes, and, one time, even attempted a 

Turducken (an abomination, really). But 
those warm feelings have been seriously 
undermined by a necessary Thanksgiving 
reckoning that, in the past few years, finds 
me at Native American festivals in late 
November, hoping to atone even just the 
smallest bit for centuries of ongoing 
genocide by clapping the loudest and 
(genuinely) sobbing to traditional dances 
and songs.

Americans react to the Thanksgiving 
rethink in different ways. Some are 
emphatically done with the holiday as they 
grew up with it. Others cling to family time 
and the trappings, while giving their kids 
some perspective on the matter. And then 
there are those who dig in their heels and 
refuse to alter a holiday that reminds them 
of comfort and time spent with people they 
love, many of whom are now gone. A 2020 
Huffington Post article suggesting that 
maybe we should cancel Thanksgiving 
altogether was met with an epic online furor, 
not surprisingly exacerbated by Donald 
Trump.

For that last group, I’ll quote the New Jer-
sey state trooper who pulled over my band’s 
van decades ago when we were driving 90 
on a 60 mph stretch of road: “I can under-
stand it but I can’t condone it.” The fact is, 
Thanksgiving was never as simple a holiday 
as we’d hoped it was. The same, it must be 
admitted even by New Yorkers, goes for res-
taurant culture, now that we know what we 
do about climate change. 

In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic 
shut New York City down, and many who re-
lied on restaurant life were confronted with 
a new dilemma: “How do I eat?” Takeout 
and delivery became the survival solution 
for both customers and restaurants. Since 
that fateful month, the International Solid 
Waste Association has estimated that con-
sumption of single-use plastic has grown by 
250% to 300%. Only about 9% of plastic 
waste is actually recycled, plastic can only be 
recycled two to three times, and food con-
tainers and cutlery are the third most com-
mon source of global ocean litter. This 
means the vast majority of that increased 
waste is sitting in landfills. A measure many 
took to protect themselves during the pan-
demic has become a threat to our future. 

In a paper recently co-authored with col-
league David Morens, Anthony Fauci makes 
the point that we’ve entered a pandemic era 
undeniably exacerbated by climate change: 
“COVID-19 is among the most vivid wake-
up calls in over a century. It should force us 
to begin to think in earnest and collectively 
about living in more thoughtful and creative 
harmony with nature....”

 It is easy to connect the dots: The pan-
demic lockdown increased waste. Waste ex-
acerbates climate change. Climate change 
will lead to future pandemics. And so the cy-
cle continues, on and on, until it doesn’t. Be-
cause Mother Nature cannot be bargained 

with. We must wise up. Global warming is 
here, shaping our lives today, and it should 
be informing everything we think we know 
about how the restaurant industry needs to 
function, at every step along the chain: Is the 
food sourced locally/ethically? What is the 
environmental impact of serving meat vs. 
meat alternatives? As more eco-friendly 
sources of electricity become available, 
should restaurants move from cooking with 
gas to electric? (Although it currently has a 
similar climate impact to gas cookers, as the 
electricity supply moves toward renewables 
it will become the better long-term option, 
according to sources such as the U.K. alter-
native consumer organization Ethical Con-
sumer.) How does food get to the customer? 
How are food waste and leftovers handled?

Kermit the Frog was right. It’s not easy 
being green. In fact, it’s damn confusing. 
And, to pile on the well-worn sayings, old 
habits die hard. Take, for instance, the mind-
less gesture of many restaurants still throw-
ing handfuls of plastic cutlery into our 
take-out food bags (often plastic bags, be-
cause New York City’s plastic bag ban 
shamefully excludes restaurant delivery). 
That food is almost always delivered to peo-
ple who already have access to real cutlery, 
so it’s a senseless cost to both restaurants 
and the planet, if you stop to think about it. 
But when do we stop to think—in this go-go-
go town—about old habits? Not often 
enough. Nationally, it’s taken us 400 years 
to consider what we’ve really been celebrat-
ing when we sit down to Thanksgiving din-
ner. 

Not everyone is willing or able to live like 
an eco-warrior. Frankly, it can be depressing 
and confusing, and involves wading through 
a morass of opportunistic greenwashing. 
First, not all compostables—a current, heav-
ily relied upon solution to single-use restau-
rant waste—are created equal. In fact, many 
aren’t being composted at all. If you’re con-
fused, that’s because it’s really confusing. If 
you feel duped by yet another industry, join 
the club. But instead of feeling defeated, 
take advice and guidance from people who 
are working with these items every day.

Xander Shaw is operations coordinator 
at the Salt Lot community compost site, 
a medium-scale, community-based com-
posting facility in Gowanus, Brooklyn, 
hosted by Big Reuse, an environmental non-
profit dedicated to fighting climate change 
and achieving zero waste. He explains, 
“Compostables are really site-specific. For 
instance, NYC Compost Project sites hosted 
by Big Reuse aren’t industrial facilities, and 
many certified compostables will say on 
them that they can only be composted in in-
dustrial composting facilities. The best way 
to know how successful your composting ef-
forts will be is to know and consult with the 
facility that will handle them.”

Shaw points out that people assume 
things like Whole Foods’ produce bags are 
compostable “probably because they’re the 
color green with a lot of writing on them.” 
They’re not. They’re recyclable. But even 
though the Plastic Bag and Film Plastics 
Recycling law is in full effect in NYC, it’s 
largely ignored by stores that are supposed 
to comply and collect such items for 

Breaking the Cycle

Offering reusable bowls since 2006. Ali Smith
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16 recycling. Also, Shaw tells me, many bags 
sold on Amazon as compostable simply 
aren’t, and Amazon doesn’t take the time to 
confirm their validity.

The day I visit the Salt Lot Big Reuse facil-
ity, a worker plucks a bright yellow shopping 
bag out of the enormous waste mound 
they’re hand sorting. It has every compost-
ing certification printed on it and, in bold let-
ters, boasts “100 PERCENT 
COMPOSTABLE.” But since it’s too large to 
decompose in their facility and too thick to 
be ripped into smaller pieces, into the land-
fill bucket it goes, along with a wax-coated 
compostable paper food container and sev-
eral seemingly compostable kitchen bags. 

Shaw can offer hope in the form of guid-
ance for choosing the best compostable op-
tions, although he warns about our staying 
stuck in a single-use mentality long-term. 
“If it grows, it goes,” he says, meaning that if 
it’s a “paper” container made of an organic 
material—traditional paper, bamboo, or 
sugarcane, for example—that’s not lined 
with plastic or a wax coating, it’s composta-
ble. However, he agrees with a Beyond Plas-
tics report that details why bio- and 
compostable plastics may actually be worse 
for the environment than traditional plas-
tics. Beyond Plastics is a nationwide project 
based at Bennington College, in Vermont, 
that pairs the wisdom and experience of en-
vironmental policy experts with the energy 
and creativity of college students to build an 
anti-plastics movement. According to that 
report, there are very few industrial com-
posting sites around, and those are the only 
types of facilities that can actually break 
down compostable plastics. When these 
plastics end up in landfills, the report states, 
they release methane, a greenhouse gas 30 
times more potent than carbon dioxide. 
Growing the crops to make bioplastics takes 
considerable fossil fuel and water in the 
farming process, and can include harmful 
human-made “forever chemicals” in the 
form of PFAS (per- and polyfluoroalkyl sub-
stances), which can negatively affect com-
post and soil.

The notion of consumer responsibility 
and personal choice being a solution to cli-
mate change gets a bad rap, and it’s easy to 
become cynical about it. Especially when 
you discover that in 2004, British Petroleum 
paid ad agency Ogilvy & Mather to come up 
with the notion of the “carbon footprint cal-
culator,” meant to take our eyes off the oil in-
dustry’s profoundly negative impact on the 
environment by shifting responsibility onto 
our own choices. 

So no, it’s not solely down to each of us to 
turn this cargo ship around. But, according 
to Sarah J. Ray, author of A Field Guide to Cli-
mate Anxiety: How to Keep Your Cool on a 
Warming Planet, “The math does, in fact, 
weigh in the favor of individual actions add-
ing up.” I would add that no change—corpo-
rate or legislative—has ever happened 
without the pressure of the collective will 
and the public’s voting with its dollars. Our 
bad habits are encouraged because they line 
the pockets of the lumbering, bloated dino-
saurs that still roam the Earth in the form of 
corporate greed. So while personal daily 
choices can only do so much, it’s the cultural 
mind-shift they create that will save us all. 

Plus, the benefits of making an effort can 
be both far-reaching and deeply personally 
felt. Ray tells me, “We might engage in pro-
environmental decisions for the added fact 
of desiring to move through our short time 
on this amazing planet demonstrating that 
we love it. Love is a far greater motivator for 
long-term behavior change than guilt or de-
privation.”

Native Americans didn’t learn how to 
appreciate food and nature by at-
tending the first Thanksgiving meal. 
That gratitude was already integral to 
their cultures and traditions. How about 
we take a lead from their example and al-
ter old traditions and habits this Novem-
ber, creating new ones we can carry 
forward with us. 

New Yorkers can get snippy when they 
can’t buy any item of food they want year-
round. This is not a natural state of affairs. 
There were plenty of fowl available around 
Plymouth Plantation in the 1600s, so in-
stead of turkey, it’s just as likely that the four 
men sent by the colony’s governor, William 
Bradford, to rustle up some dinner returned 
with ducks, geese, or swans. The point is, 
they ate what was around them. With the 
help of Native Americans, who taught them 
to work the land, vegetables on offer likely 
included spinach, cabbage, and peas. And 
everyone was probably chowing down on 
some mussels plucked from the New Eng-
land shoreline. 

Take-home message? Go local. It’s better 
for the environment. Shop at farmers mar-
kets (bringing your own bags and contain-
ers, of course) and no-waste/package-free 
grocery stores such as PreCycle or the Wally 
Shop, or stores with bulk items like the 4th 
Street Co-op, where you can refill your own 
containers. Seek out local, ethical farms on 
EatWild.com or LocalHarvest.org, where 
you can also find a local CSA (Community 
Supported Agriculture) program to join. 
Cook some items in advance and freeze 
them to make preparing your meal less last-
minute, which is when it’s most tempting to 
grab fast, easy solutions that may not be 
Earth-friendly.

  I’ve spent the past few Thanksgivings 
with my mom, who, you’ll remember, hates 
to cook. Other people cooking around her 
also really stresses her out. So, in the interest 
of holiday peace, I’ve bought a pre-made 
meal at Whole Foods three years in a row. 
And while I (think I) believe it when they ex-
toll the virtues of their sourcing and quality, 
unpacking that meal each year has filled me 
with remorse, because the food is all 
jammed into plastic containers. For this arti-
cle, I asked a Whole Foods rep whether 
they’re planning to change that. He initially 
gave me a friendly but standard response 
about all the eco-efforts Whole Foods has 
made in their stores in general. But one walk 
through those stores, which are buckling un-
der the weight of single-use plastic, made 
me question whether he really understood, 
or cared about, what I’d asked. Weeks later, 
he contacted me to add that Whole Foods 
will start packaging frozen and chilled foods 
in curbside-recyclable packaging, and that 
this change will take place by Thanksgiving. 
We shall see.  

In the meantime, I will do much better.

There are several restaurants and ca-
tering services in NYC that are taking 
their own carbon footprints to heart 
while serving up holiday meals. Dish Food 
& Events offers small to large holiday plat-
ters using sustainable and local ingredients 
whenever possible, packaging almost exclu-
sively in unwaxed compostables made of 
sugarcane, bamboo, and wood. (Remem-
ber: “If it grows, it goes.”) Turkeys are pas-

ture-raised, local, and delivered by in-house 
staff in recyclable aluminum pans (alumi-
num is infinitely recyclable and ready for 
the oven). Director of operations Patrick 
Moriarty tells me Dish will also be donating 
leftover products to up to 200 clients and 
residents at Brooklyn Community Housing 
& Services this year. Moriarty says the com-
pany is proud to have made a commitment 
to eco-friendly practices from their incep-
tion, around a decade ago. When I gently 
broach the idea that the few compostable 
plastics they do use may not actually be all 
that compostable in the end, Moriarty looks 
genuinely crestfallen. “Well, we’re always 
buying new products. We’re always trying 
to learn,” he says, and I believe him. That 
willingness to learn and adapt to new infor-
mation is paramount. 

As Anne-Marie Bonneau, the Zero-Waste 
Chef blogger says, “We don’t need a handful 
of people doing zero-waste perfectly. We 
need millions of people doing it imper-
fectly.”

Olivia Cooks for You is a small operation 
that specializes in local, small-batch, pas-
ture-raised, organic, and grass-fed ingredi-
ents. It is offering Thanksgiving meals 
packaged in compostable paper boxes and 
trays; deliveries are handled by an in-house 
team. Eleven Madison Park recently made 
headlines by switching to an entirely vegan 
menu. This year, they’re offering a vegan 
“Thanksgiving at Home” meal, with a por-
tion of the cost of each order supporting 
their partnership with Rethink Food, which 
works towards a more sustainable and equi-
table food system. Thanksgiving at Home 
meals come packaged in glass jars, recycla-
ble plastic, and aluminum containers and 
are delivered (in Manhattan) by local courier 
inside a reusable tote, or picked up at a 
Brooklyn location. 

Order a caramel custard pie with vanilla 
labne packaged in a cardboard pizza box 
from Lighthouse, in Brooklyn, which always 
offers seasonal food and partners with eco-
organizations such as Billion Oyster Project, 
Sure We Can, and BK Rot, and with Cara Pi-
azza, a New York designer who uses vegeta-
ble trimmings and peels to dye her fabrics. 
Lighthouse uses paper and compostables 
for packaging.

IPSA Provisions boasts of being “a new 
kind of frozen food company dedicated to 
changing how—and what—people eat at 
home.” They prioritize partnering with 
small farmers, being local and seasonal, 
mostly organic, and serving meats from 
farms that practice humane and sustainable 
methods. While they aren’t fully there yet 
with their packaging, their Thanksgiving 
menu is delivered locally by a courier ser-
vice, largely in aluminum trays and a return-
able or reusable freezer tote, and they hope 
to utilize more eco-packaging as they grow. 
Their Thanksgiving menu includes a Malay-
sian-inspired Kabocha squash curry soup, a 
turkey pot pie, mac and greens, and Petee’s 
Pie Company’s pumpkin and sweet potato 
pies.
As long as we’re rethinking 
Thanksgiving, maybe it doesn’t have to 
be a huge affair. Maybe a person just wants 
a nice meal-for-one. Something delicious, 
something eco-friendly, something that 

A measure many 
took to protect 
themselves during 
the pandemic has 
become a threat to 
our future. 

Sorting the good, the bad, and the ugly. Ali Smith
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represents the fall harvest.
“Le Botaniste thought about every step 

of our business, from day one, and we 
chose the green path,” says Alizée Wyck-
mans, brand and sustainability manager at 
the plant-based, organic food and wine 
restaurant with four New York locations. “I 
wish the industry would get together on so-
lutions rather than everybody in their own 
corners, because we could do a lot. We 
have to do better, that’s for sure.” In addi-
tion to packaging largely in compostable 
paper products, they have a reusable bowl 
program—utilizing stainless-steel, airtight 
Onyx bowls—that gives participants a dis-
count on every order. For Thanksgiving 
this year, Le Botaniste will offer “a feast for 
pick up” on November 24, including sea-
sonal specials like roasted honeynut 
squash and Jack Curry spread, along with a 
hoppy cider.

In talking about bowl-sharing pro-
grams, Wyckmans points to Just Salad as 
having been an industry changer. In 2006, 
the company started offering a reusable 
bowl for $1 and a free topping every time 
it’s used. Just Salad also works with life cy-
cle analysis experts to measure the carbon 
emissions, water usage, and ecosystem im-
pact of using those bowls versus dispos-
ables, and will release its findings officially 
in 2022. According to Sandra Noonan, Just 
Salad’s chief sustainability officer, “It’s 
clear that reusable bowls are much more 
resource-efficient than disposables. Plus, 
we save on the initial cost of the dispos-
ables.” 

While Just Salad doesn’t offer a specific 
Thanksgiving meal (and they are closed on 
Thanksgiving Day), they do offer a fall sea-
sonal menu that can be enjoyed before and 
after November 25. Since it’s estimated 
that between Thanksgiving and New 

Year’s Day, the U.S. produces 25% more 
garbage than during the rest of the year, 
why not extend your celebration of love for 
the planet by filling a couple of Just Salad 
reusable bowls and taking them to the park 
with a friend to enjoy on a blanket under 
the changing leaves? 

If you do order in this Thanksgiving 
(and beyond), do it through Deliver-
Zero. Their reusable plastic containers are 
NSF-certified (NSF is an independent test-
ing lab certifying that products comply 
with standard requirements for public 
health protection) and each container can 
be used 1,000 times, potentially diverting 

billions of single-use plastic containers 
from landfills. “Opting for a container that 
can be used 1,000 times,” says DeliverZe-
ro’s co-founder and CMO Lauren Swee-
ney, “is inherently cheaper than 
continuing to use single-use, including 
compostables.” She adds, “Our belief is 
that restaurants shouldn’t have to buy re-
usable containers themselves, but should 
be participating in a system like ours that 
provides them, tracks their returns, and 
helps participants avoid any start-up costs 
associated with them.” 

DoorDash’s Caviar must agree, as 
they’re currently collaborating with 
DeliverZero on a pilot program (use it, so it 
becomes permanent!) that has the 
potential to change what restaurant 
delivery looks like in New York. And thank 
goodness for that, because, let’s face it—no 
matter how many times you type “NO 
PLASTIC CUTLERY!!!” in that little white 
box on your favorite delivery app, you’re 
always going to get a handful of the stuff. 

On that note, tell your local rep to 
support the #SkipTheStuff bill, which 
would require restaurants, food-delivery 
apps, and online-delivery platforms to 
only provide single-use utensils, 
condiments, and napkins at a customer’s 
request, and not automatically. Even 
compostable plastic cutlery is problematic, 
because it’s indiscernible from traditional 
plastic and most often gets sorted out for 
landfill so it doesn’t ruin the compost or 
gum up the machines. 

The best answer seems to lie in the ever-
growing mantra Reduce. Reuse. Recycle. 
In this case, “recycle” means you should 
use and reuse what you already have, not 
that you should choose plastic packaging 
and assume its associated problems will be 
solved by recycling.

We’ve talked about sourcing and 
packaging, but what about the fact that 8% 
of all greenhouse gases emitted worldwide 
come from food waste? In New York, it’s up 
to individuals to find ways to compost, and 
even though I’m one of them, it can be a lot 
of work, so systemic change is crucial. In 
the meantime, Vokashi, in Brooklyn, 
Manhattan, and Queens, and women-led, 
worker-owned GreenFeen OrganiX, 
uptown and in the Bronx, will deliver a 
compost bucket to you and pick it up 
weekly, to make our busy lives easier. You 
can also find city-wide composting drop-
off locations at GrowNYC.org, and many 
apartment buildings have arranged for 
private collection.

Too Good to Go is an app that acts as 
matchmaker between consumers and 
restaurants that have leftover product at 
the end of each day, offering it up super 
cheap. (Keep an eye out for leftovers the 
day after Thanksgiving!) And, of course, 
you can freeze and share your leftovers to 
get the most out of your meal and avoid 
waste. 

Meaningful change is happening, 
albeit slowly and not on the scale that 
we need to see. It can be disheartening to 
slog through an incredible amount of 
opportunistic greenwashing in the 
meantime, and even the best-intentioned 

people can get confused and 
overwhelmed. But instead of seeing 
ourselves as outliers when we show up 
with our reusables and we refuse the 
cutlery/bag/plastic lid, let’s take pride in 
ourselves as people who are facing the 
future with eyes wide open and a 
commitment to living on the right side of 
history.  

The reason I’ve heard most often for 
why restaurants don’t institute more eco-
friendly practices is that “people are lazy,” 
so they don’t want things to change. In fact, 
wasn’t “people are lazy” Jeff Bezos’s entire 
business model in starting Amazon? What 
a sad indictment of us. Let’s not allow 
ourselves to be categorized as lazy cannon-
fodder for any industry to manipulate. 

Let’s take pride in our love for the Earth, of 
nature and its resources, of traditions old 
and completely revised.

This Thanksgiving—or fall festival or 
National Day of Mourning or insert-your-
new-name-here—let’s continue to 
examine old habits and traditions and 
come up with ones that are more 
meaningful, more honest to who we are 
and who we hope to be.

As Sarah J. Ray tells the Voice, “None of 
those who resisted the Holocaust, 
apartheid, slavery, or colonialism had any 
evidence that their efforts would amount 
to the outcomes they desired. If that had 
discouraged them from their actions, the 
world would be an even scarier place.”

What will we do to be good ancestors?
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“We don’t need a 
handful of people 
doing zero-waste 
perfectly. We 
need millions of 
people doing it 
imperfectly.”
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GIVING THANKS TO THOSE 
WHO GIVE SO MUCH
With the holidays approaching, we celebrate the folks who help us all

By Ross Barkan

I
n New York City, we fixate on our politi-
cians and power brokers, the wealthy and 
well-connected. They seize headlines and 
fire up our imaginations. Yet they are not 
the kinds of people who really make this 

city run. They do not pick up the garbage, 
sweep the streets, or help the underprivi-
leged. If the glitterati disappeared, they 
would only be missed for so long. The hard, 
endless work in the shadows would continue 
without them.

With this issue, we revive a Voice tradi-
tion of focusing on the Big Apple’s un-
sung heroes. The nonprofit leader helping 
to combat diabetes in the South Bronx. The 
taxi driver fighting for the rights and liveli-
hoods of his fellow drivers. The Afghani im-
migrant helping others like her acclimate to 
a strange new country. 

They are not appearing in newspapers 
and Twitter feeds every day. They are not 
TikTok stars. As New York recovers from 
the worst pandemic in a century, it will be 

these activists, leaders, and ordinary resi-
dents who will see us through to better 
times. In this holiday season, we should 
give thanks to these New Yorkers, who are 
there to make the city the best version of it-
self. 

COVID-19, rightly, has been the health 
emergency all New Yorkers have fo-
cused on for the past year and a half. 
The city’s death toll was extraordinarily 
high, and the recovery grinds on. But below 
the surface, many city residents, particularly 
the working-class and poor, continue to suf-
fer from other maladies. Other epidemics go 
relatively untreated. And it’s Chris Nor-
wood, of the Bronx, who’s trying to stamp 
them out. “The diabetes epidemic has got-
ten worse and worse for 20 years. Fourteen 
percent of people [in NYC] have diabetes 
now,” she says. “It gets to the point where 
the indifference is criminal.”

Norwood has spent decades in the 
trenches fighting for the most vulnerable. 

In 1990, she founded Health People as a 
peer-educator-driven organization that 
supported women with AIDS. Norwood 
had been a journalist who reported exten-
sively on the AIDS epidemic ravaging New 
York in the 1980s, and she saw, at the time, 
how few programs existed to help those in 
the most pain. Since the 1990s, the South 
Bronx nonprofit has grown to help local 
residents navigate other health challenges, 
including asthma and diabetes. For Nor-
wood, Type 2 diabetes has become a chief 
focus, because so many more people now 
struggle with debilitating health complica-
tions from the disease. Unlike some other 
chronic ailments, though, Type 2 can be 
managed and treated with better health 
habits. Norwood organized a citywide co-
alition of community-based groups, called 
Communities Driving Recovery, and helps 
train people to manage their diabetes. Peer 
educators teach local residents how to sta-
bilize blood-sugar levels, check food la-
bels, and determine how much sugar is 
hidden in ordinary foods. 

“We have the early model of sending ed-
ucators to homes of families where kids 
have asthma—they sit everyone down, the 
grown-ups and kids, and help them under-
stand good asthma self-care,” Norwood ex-
plains. “It became clear with the diabetes 
epidemic, it was taking so many people. In 
low-income areas now, you can see it, there 
are so many people in wheelchairs or miss-
ing parts of their feet or legs.”

Norwood hopes for more city and state 
funding to continue programs to help people 
handle their diabetes. NYC’s incoming 
mayor, Eric Adams, has said that switching 
to a plant-based diet helped combat his Type 
2 diabetes, stressing the importance of the 

kinds of programs Norwood oversees. “Dia-
betes is a chronic disease, and I’m not saying 
self-care solves everything, but education 
has a huge, huge impact,” she says. “If peo-
ple get their blood sugar under control, that’s 
what self-care education helps with. The 
risk of complications just plunges.”

In 2018, Richard Chow’s brother com-
mitted suicide. He was found floating in 
the water below the Brooklyn Bridge. 

“It’s why I’m involved with fighting for 
my brother, fighting for myself, fighting for 
the 6,000 medallion owners,” Chow says. 
Like his brother, Chow is a taxi driver. Both 
men bought medallions for hundreds of 
thousands of dollars, investing in them like 
they would a home. For the Chow brothers, 
making a living as a taxi driver was the 
American dream—immigrants like them 
poured all their savings into medallions that 
seemed, like real estate, to always increase 
in value. 

But the market collapsed in 2014, ruining 
livelihoods and triggering suicides. Industry 
leaders had artificially inflated the price of 
medallions, which are regulated by the city, 
pushing the price past $1 million. Drivers 
took on loans they could not afford while 
lenders pocketed hundreds of millions of 
dollars. To make matters worse, Uber, Lyft, 
and other ride-hail services had flooded the 
streets with cars, bypassing the medallion 
system altogether. Taxi drivers could barely 
compete.  

Chow joined the Taxi Workers Alliance, 
which represents many drivers, and began 
to fight for a bailout from the city. Politicians 
were receptive, but Mayor Bill de Blasio hesi-
tated to help, despite the devastation in the 
industry. In October, facing the threat of 
bankruptcy and homelessness, drivers set 
up an encampment outside City Hall and 
held a vigil to protest an initial relief plan 
that provided minimal assistance and no 
loan guarantees. A leading voice in the Taxi 
Workers Alliance, Chow was one of eight 
initial drivers to start a hunger strike, hoping 
to force the city’s hand. He carried the mem-
ory of his brother with him as he struggled to 
stand upright. “I felt heavy, dizziness, weak-
ness,” Chow recalls. “I was very, very hun-
gry, very weak.” 

The hunger strike was remarkably suc-
cessful. De Blasio and Chuck Schumer, the 
Senate majority leader, announced a deal 

Time of the Season

Photographs by C.S. Muncy
Richard Chow: Fighting for taxi drivers, and winning.  

Her belief is that 
any improvement 
made to a sidewalk 
or a train station 
will benefit 
everyone—the 
man on crutches, 
a person hauling 
packages.
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with the Taxi Workers Alliance and lenders 
in November that will see their debt written 
down to $170,000 and amortized so that 
monthly payments don’t exceed $1,122. The 
city will guarantee each of these rescue 
loans in the event of default. Drivers on av-
erage owe $550,000 each. 

“I love the city, I love the streets, I’ll keep 
driving until I’m retired,” Chow says. “I’m so 
very happy.”

A few months before the September 11 
attacks, Women for Afghan Women 
was founded to help Afghan immi-
grants acclimate to American life and 
provide them with support services. At 
the time, few Americans thought much 
about that country or were aware of the 
growing number of immigrants in cities like 
New York. 

The U.S. invasion of Afghanistan 
changed all that. Following the war and the 
instability there, more Afghans began to flee 
the country and migrate to New York, where 
they hoped to build new lives. Naheed Bah-
ram, in the years after 9/11, was living in 
Queens and feeling homesick. She missed 
her large family and had only her husband 

here. In 2006, she joined Women for Afghan 
Women, hoping to do more for other 
women like her. 

A native of Kabul, Bahram had lived as a 
refugee in Pakistan after losing her mother 
in a bomb explosion, before moving to the 
U.S. In her travels and in New York, Bahram 
saw many Afghan women who were isolated 
at home, illiterate in English and even in 
their native language. “Domestic violence 
was the issue in the community,” Bahram 
says. “People wouldn’t address it and 
couldn’t find a culturally competent organi-
zation to ask for help.”

Today, Bahram has risen through the 
ranks to become the U.S. Country Director 
at WAW and the head of WAW’s New York 
Community Center, in Queens. WAW’s ef-

forts include literacy and empowerment 
programs for women and girls, as well as for 
men and boys, along with legal services and 
counseling for community members going 
through crises. 

Bahram is now overseeing refugee reset-
tlement work for the thousands of Afghan 
refugees entering the United States in the 
wake of the Taliban’s takeover. Her labors 
are only just beginning. There are 65,000 
refugees on eight different military bases in 
the United States, according to Bahram. 
Once they’re out of the bases, many of the 
families will be coming to New York. “We 
help with housing, transportation, case 
management, and provide legal services,” 
she says. “We work with JFK to set up their 
welcome.”

Ensuring that Afghan immigrants, par-
ticularly women, are able to get an educa-
tion in the United States and live safely 
within their own homes are top priorities for 
WAW. Intensive tutoring and job-training 
programs help close some of the gaps. Bah-
ram recently saw a girl, helped by WAW, be-
come the first in her family to attend college. 
The statistics on the domestic violence cases 
WAW handles have actually increased over 

the years, Bahram says, because more mem-
bers of the community are comfortable 
coming forward. In the early years, women 
were too intimidated to seek help. Now, she 
tells us, with WAW firmly established in 
New York, trust has been earned in a “holis-
tic way.” 

“By no means do we want to break fami-
lies or separate families from each other,” 
Bahram says. “We’re working with women 
to make sure the house is a safe space for 
her.” 

Christina Curry says she doesn’t tell 
disabled people what to do. “We assist, 
we don’t help. Help fosters dependency. A 
person is an adult.

“What is your goal? What do you want to 
do? It might be the first time a disabled per-
son is asked that,” she says. “So many times, 
people tell them what to do. We’re about giv-
ing power back to the disabled person.”

Curry does not hear out of her right ear 
and has lost sight in her left eye. She has lost 
most of her mobility. As the longtime execu-
tive director of the Harlem Independent Liv-
ing Center, which provides services and 
assistance to people with physical and men-

The Jamaica Bay Ecowatchers: Cleaning the beaches under an orange canopy designed to keep geese out of planting areas. 

“I love the city, I 
love the streets, I’ll 
keep driving until 
I’m retired. I’m so 
very happy.” 
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advocates for those who struggle as she 
does. Anyone who lives in Harlem might re-
member her successful battles to get audible 
pedestrian signals installed on 125th Street, 
have curb cuts repaired, or ensure that 
ramps are installed outside of once inacces-
sible eateries. 

Curry’s goal is to remove whatever barri-
ers might impede a disabled person from liv-
ing like a person who doesn’t have the same 
challenges. Much of her time is spent in ad-
vocacy, forcing public and private entities 
alike to comply with disability laws that have 
long been on the books. For Curry, it’s per-
sonal: Her mother lost her sight as a victim 
of domestic violence. Curry is equally con-
cerned with helping people born with dis-
abilities and those who acquire them later in 
life. 

“For our community, people might be 
disabled due to violence as opposed to an ac-
cidental act, and that means you approach 

the person differently. Did you become dis-
abled getting shot versus skiing? It’s also 
about understanding the community, know-
ing the language of the community. What 
does your community want? We can’t go out 
and say, ‘This is what you need.’ It’s about 
listening to what people want.”

Curry has been the executive director at 
HILC for 20 years. Before that, she worked 

with the deaf and with victims of domestic 
violence, particularly Black and Hispanic 
victims of intimate partner violence and 
child sex abuse. In all of her work, equity is 
at the forefront. Her belief is that any im-
provement made to a sidewalk or a train sta-
tion will benefit everyone—the man on 
crutches, a person hauling packages. Along 
with other independent living center lead-
ers, she has joined class-action lawsuits 
against the MTA to make their train stations 
more accessible. 

“When elevators are accessible for me, 
they’re accessible for you,” she says. “Think 
about the parent with the stroller, the person 
lugging that suitcase. That’s what I would 
say—remember the laws already in place, 
but just enforce them.”

It would be difficult to find an all-volun-
teer group anywhere more dedicated 
to the preservation of a natural re-
source than the Jamaica Bay Eco-
watchers. A collective of more than 50 
kayakers, fishermen, birdwatchers, and lo-
cal residents living along the massive estu-
ary at the southern tip of New York City, the 
Jamaica Bay Ecowatchers are committed to 
protecting the long-term health of the wa-
terway. And Dan Mundy Jr., a battalion chief 
in the Fire Department who grew up and still 
lives in the Queens neighborhood of Broad 
Channel, is one of the Bay’s fiercest advo-
cates. 

“For a lot of kids in the city, this should be 
their Yosemite, their Yellowstone,” Mundy 
says. “You can take the subway to a wildlife 
refuge.”

Along with his father, Dan Sr., Mundy 
has been an active civic leader in Queens 
for decades. The Jamaica Bay Ecowatchers 
formed in the 1990s when it came to the 
public’s attention that New York City was 
dumping sludge into the ocean. After pro-
tests from locals and environmentalists, 
the city built four treatment plants to clean 
the sludge instead. But Jamaica Bay only 
worsened: The water turned a rust color 
and fish began to die off. Locals like 
Mundy protested to the city. They were 
dismissed at first because they weren’t sci-
entists or experts of any kind; their only 
qualification was their lifelong love of the 
Bay.

It was discovered that nitrogen loading 
from the treatment plants was causing algae 
blooms and the death of marshlands. Even-
tually, the Ecowatchers were able to launch a 
successful lawsuit against Mayor Michael 
Bloomberg to get the Bay cleaned up. 
Bloomberg, Mundy says, later became an 
ally—the nitrogen was reduced and the wa-
ter quality improved. 

These days, Jamaica Bay is in far better 
shape. Marshlands have been restored, a 
new boardwalk is being built, and a baby 
humpback whale even showed up. The 
Mundy family’s efforts, along with those of 
the rest of the Ecowatchers, were the subject 
of the 2016 documentary Saving Jamaica 
Bay, and Mundy is now dedicating himself 
to lobbying members of Congress to provide 
federal funds to create more wetland islands 
in the Bay. Wetlands can help pull carbon 
out of the atmosphere and combat climate 
change. 

One power of the Ecowatchers is their 
ubiquity. Mundy, a regular scuba diver, is al-
ways keeping watch, regularly diving or 
boating in the Bay, as are other members of 
the group. The scientists who study the area 
can’t be on-site as frequently, and have 
come to depend on the Ecowatchers to pro-
vide updates, take pictures, and share what 
they come across.

“It’s amazing what you see—osprey, bald 
eagles, massive schools of small bay fish, 
followed by big bay fish,” Mundy says. “It’s 
been a sort of renaissance for Jamaica Bay. 
We’ve been very encouraged. Years ago, it 
felt like we were banging our heads against 
the wall.”

“For a lot of kids in 
the city, this should 
be their Yosemite, 
their Yellowstone. 
You can take 
the subway to a 
wildlife refuge.”

Quick-takes for the NYC Honor Roll:  
More leaders and organizations that 
deserve our thanks and any help we 
can give

Yolanda Johnson-Peterkin runs the 
New York City Housing Authority’s 
family reentry program, which is de-
signed to provide individuals recently 
released from incarceration, or who 
have been in the community for fewer 
than three years, with the opportunity 
to reunite with their families living in 
public housing for a temporary two-
year period. (NYCHA currently denies 
residency to people convicted of 
Class A, B, and C felonies—the most 
serious under state law—and some 
misdemeanors.) Johnson-Peterkin 
helps participants work with organiza-
tions that assist with securing employ-
ment and continuing education. After 
successfully completing the program, 
participants can request to be added 
to their family’s NYCHA lease perma-
nently. 

Cea Weaver, campaign coordinator 
for Housing Justice for All, has been 
on the front lines of fighting for the 
rights of tenants across New York 
State for more than 10 years. Advo-
cates like Weaver helped ensure that 
Democrats in the legislature would 
follow through on their campaign 
promises and significantly strengthen 
tenant protections in New York for the 
first time in decades. Today, rent-sta-
bilized apartments can no longer be 
deregulated, thanks to changes in the 
law made in 2019.

Joel Berg, CEO of Hunger Free Amer-
ica—formerly known as the New York 
City Coalition Against Hunger—is a 
longtime voice for those struggling 
most with hunger and food insecurity. 
During the pandemic, the hunger 
problem only worsened, and Berg’s 
organization opened a Bronx field of-
fice to expand the city’s community-
based SNAP and WIC (Special 
Supplemental Nutrition Program for 
Women, Infants, and Children) out-
reach. During the holidays, or any-
time, no New Yorker should go hungry. 
Berg is doing his best to make a hun-
ger-free city a reality. 

Chris Norwood: “Education has a huge, huge impact” for the vulnerable in healthcare. 

Naheed Bahram: Empowering refugees from her native Afghanistan. 
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NOW OPEN! 
THE ALL NEW 
NISSAN OF
SMITHTOWN

NOW OPEN! 
THE ALL NEW 
VOLKSWAGEN
OF SMITHTOWN

535 Middle Country Rd., St James, NY 11780

631-880-4990
nissanofsmithtown.com

530 E. Jericho Turnpike, St James, NY 11780

631-240-3243
volkswagenofsmithtown.com

UNDER NEW 
OWNERSHIP & 
MANAGEMENT

UNDER NEW 
OWNERSHIP & 
MANAGEMENT
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DRIVE, HE SAID
Hamaguchi’s new films invite us to settle in and absorb the connections

By Michael Atkinson 

A freshly minted film-festival godling, 
Ryusuke Hamaguchi may be the 21st-
century master we didn’t know we 
needed. It’s an unsexy sell—long, 
discursive, deceptively aimless 

narratives about modern Japanese life, such 
as his five-and-a-quarter-hour miniaturist 
epic, Happy Hour (2015). But these are 
experiences you absorb like rain in a drought. 
His latest two films, released within a month 
of each other after comprising a rare double-
header at this year’s New York Film Festival, 
anchor for us Hamaguchi converts the man’s 
sly and distinctive sensibility, which has often 
and understandably been likened to the 
French New Wave. Hamaguchi’s loose-
limbed narratives can be Rivettian in length 
(if not in spirit), chatty and patient like 
Rohmer but not as schematic, and 
reminiscent of Alain Resnais’s redolent 
passion for mysterious tales-within-
taletelling.

But these films are nothing if not intrinsi-
cally Japanese, of the moment and of the cul-
ture, however stubbornly cutting their own 
ruminative path across a jungle of famously 

berserk pop culture. The newest, Drive My 
Car, could be his deftest dish of fiction, a 
gently accumulating three-hour saga that 
tests the tensile strength of various kinds of 
human connectiveness, and finds them 
steadfast as often as they are fragile and 
mysterious. It takes a while to see what 
Hamaguchi is doing—you could say he’s 
allergic to narrative “building”; rather, his 
tales amble and pile up, but horizontally, and 
the film’s last hour is no more climactic than 
its first. 

We begin in a moment of post-coital buzz 
with a husband and wife, Yusuke (Hidetoshi 
Nishijima) and Oto (Reika Kirishima), as she 
begins spinning a yarn about a lovelorn teen 
girl who sneaks into a boy’s house and leaves 
hidden clues to her ardor. He contributes, 
and their creative rapport carries on through 
their routines; she’s a screenwriter, he’s a 
theater actor-director (we see him doing 
Waiting for Godot), and their mutual 
enjoyment seems suspiciously bulletproof. 
So when later that day his flight is delayed 
and he returns home without calling first, 
we’re appalled but not shocked to find her 

passionately screwing some unseen dude 
on the couch. What we don’t expect is 
Yusuke’s reaction: He has none, leaves 
quietly, and later fakes a Skype call with her, 
pretending he’s already landed.

In his other movies, this marital crisis is 
what the story would wrestle with, and 
resolve, but in Drive My Car, Hamaguchi 

has barely even started. For us, living through 
this film’s story as it detours and cascades in 
its odd, organic way is the whole show, so 
everything’s a spoiler—without being 
necessarily dramatic. (A winner at Cannes, 
the screenplay adapts a short story by Haruki 
Murakami, like Lee Chang-dong’s Burning, 
which has a similarly distractable sensibility.) 
Suffice it to say that we don’t learn why Yu-
suke seems unfazed by his wife’s infidelity 
until very late in the film, and by then it seems 

beside the point. In the 
meantime, tragedy 
strikes off-camera, 
after a sudden car 
accident that proves 
inconsequential, and 
Yusuke’s path takes 
him to Hiroshima, 
where an arts festival 
has invited him to 
stage Uncle Vanya with 
a multinational cast of 
actors, many of whom 
cannot understand 
each other. Included is 
a speechless Korean 
sign-language user, 
whose presence amid 
this flood of talk is 
graceful and 
mesmerizing, and a 
near-sociopathic 
young-stud actor who 
may well be Oto’s 
unseen lover. The 
rehearsals are 
fascinating, vital in the 
moment for 
everyone’s dawning 
awareness, not 
because we’re 

concerned with the resulting performance, 
which we barely see (another intersection 
with Rivette, from Paris Belongs to Us to Gang 
of Four). Even so, the focus shifts to Yusuke’s 
growing relationship with his driver (Toko 
Miura), a young, taciturn nowhere girl more 
comfortable with cars than people, who 
harbors secrets of her own.

There’s a lot more: characters in their own 
movies, stories that get rewritten, memories 
that get rehearsed like lines in Chekhov. 
Watching a Hamaguchi film is like a form of 
learning, and yet we become increasingly 
aware that there’s always so much we’re 
never told. The film’s visual identity is what 
you’d expect, given these priorities: eloquent 
but unstudied, functional, interested in faces 
but with perhaps as many distant cutaways of 
driving cars during dialogue than any film 
since Kiarostami’s Taste of Cherry. What mat-
ters is the time spent shoulder to shoulder 
with these people, listening and withholding 
judgment.

Hamaguchi has a gift for enabling us to 
suspend impatience, as his rangy conversa-
tions flow far beyond ordinary movie chit-
chat—much like the trust-building workshop 
scene in Happy Hour, which rolls on unhur-
ried for over a half hour. In Drive, intentional 
banter about the arts-fest and negotiations 
about driving with Miura’s cagey, self-effac-
ing chauffeuse stand their ground as crucial 
life matter. We expect truncation, because 
that’s the get-in-get-out movie norm, but in-

stead we unclench and settle in. 
This wheel-spinning strategy all but 

makes up Hamaguchi’s other new film, Wheel 
of Fortune and Fantasy, a portmanteau in 
three parts running a mere two hours, and 
dallying on frustrated love like a 21st-century 
cover of Max Ophüls’s Maupassant anthol-
ogy film Le Plaisir (1952). Again, though, 
Hamaguchi is his own yarn-master.

First, a makeup artist (Hyunri) regales a 
model (Kotone Furukawa) about a recent ro-
mantic connection, in indulgent detail. When 
the model subsequently corners her ex 
(Ayumu Nakajima) in his office at night, we 
learn what she has already figured out: He is 
her friend’s new object of desire. And then 
the fireworks start. Who’s telling the truth 
about who’s in love with who, and how unsta-
ble any of them might be, is up for grabs. In 
the second vignette, a college student (Kat-
suki Mori) is cajoled into trying to honey-trap 
a weary college professor (Kiyohiko Shibu-
kawa) in his office by reading aloud a particu-
larly filthy passage from his new novel; 
side-eyeing her, he sees what she’s doing, but 
the frame-up doesn’t go where anyone ex-
pects it to and spills out into a tragic denoue-
ment.

Thirdly, in a near-future when a virus has 
killed the Internet, an awkward lesbian (Fu-
sako Urabe) in town for a high school reunion 
crosses paths with her old lover (Hamaguchi 
vet Aoba Kawai)—who, after inviting her 
home, admits that she’s not who she said she 
was, and that she was pretending because she 
also mistook the other woman for a long-lost 
friend. Other stories pour forth naturally be-
tween the two women, and identity becomes 
curious and flexible. Even in short form, 
Hamaguchi’s sensibility stretches and re-
laxes, even as tensions ratchet and hearts 
break.

A winner at Berlin, Wheel of Fortune and 
Fantasy also backlights Hamaguchi’s deft-
ness with actors—all seven of the leads etch 
out their characters in seconds flat, and then 
gently bend with the scenarios’ secrets and 
discoveries, as if they’re also learning about 
themselves. If Hamaguchi had made just one 
film in 2021, either one, this would look like 
his Elvis year.

Reel Time

Janus FilmsNot a turbo-charged pace: Reika Kirishima and Hidetoshi Nishijima in Drive My Car.

These films are 
nothing if not 
intrinsically 
Japanese, of the 
moment and of the 
culture, however 
stubbornly 
cutting their own 
ruminative path 
across a jungle of 
famously berserk 
pop culture.

Drive My Car
Directed by Ryusuke Hamaguchi

Sideshow/Janus

Wheel of Fortun e and Fantasy
Directed by Ryusuke Hamaguchi

Film Movement
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DAVE GAHAN’S IMPOSTER 
SYNDROME
It’s been a long time coming for the former Depeche Mode frontman’s 
cohesive covers album
By Brett Callwood

T
he world knows Dave Gahan as the 
frontman for Depeche Mode, the British 
band that from 1980 onward rode every 
subculture wave and came out on top. 
Whether it was post-punk, or goth, or 

new wave, or new romantic, or industrial—it 
was always OK, if not highly encouraged, to 
listen to da Mode. The songs are gloriously 
catchy, the lyrics thoughtful and introspec-
tive. They’re dark yet accessible. Experimen-
tal. Awesome.

The wonderful dichotomy of Gahan is that 
he’s always carried the air of someone who’s 
broody and enigmatic—perhaps thanks to 
the likes of Robert Smith and Morrissey, who 
first emerged around the same time—and yet 
most interviews with Gahan reveal a warm, 
engaging, and witty guy. We’re with him on 
Zoom to discuss his new album with the 
Soulsavers, Imposter, and we were instructed 
not to bring up Depeche Mode. We didn’t 
have to—once the conversation was in full 
flow, he went there by himself. Every answer 
he gave was considered and sharp. Frankly, 
we were buzzing afterward.

“What [Depeche Mode] set out to do as a 
band was, we were trying to recreate some-
thing in a way from that punk ethic, born out 
of post-punk—whether it was the Birthday 
Party, Depeche Mode, the Cure, Echo & the 
Bunnymen,” Gahan says. “Certain bands 
came up from that. The Pistols, the Damned, 
Siouxsie and the Banshees enabled us as cre-

ative people to explore these new places with 
music. It was still about songwriting and get-
ting up on a stage and singing, and producing 
the sounds in whatever way you could.”

Imposter is a covers album, but it’s unlike 
most other covers albums. This is no patch-
work quilt of random ideas and influences, 
thrown together. The songs have been writ-
ten by all manner of different artists from dif-
ferent eras and genres, yet they blend as if 
composed by Gahan. 

“That’s the objective,” he says. “The songs 
were carefully chosen and sequenced to be 
able to hear it as a group of songs that could 
sound like they were from one artist, even 
though some of those songs are iconically fa-
mous: ‘Smile’ and ‘Always on my Mind.’ Rich 
[Machin] from Soulsavers and myself, we set 
about making lists of many songs and artists 
and we started that list at the beginning of 
2019, with this idea.”

The album was recorded in November 
2018 at Rick Rubin’s Shangri-La studio, in 
Malibu. Rubin, out of town for a month, gave 
Gahan and the team free rein for that time.

“The idea was to produce a record that 
would sound like something that we needed 
to hear,” Gahan says. “It kinda worked out, in 
a weird way. After that, we mixed the album 
in London in January, and then we basically 
went into this new world that we are now liv-
ing in today. After making this record, it felt a 
bit like, is it ever gonna really come out? 

Maybe this is the best-kept secret. Maybe it’s 
the last thing I’m ever going to do, and wow, 
thank god I got to do it.”

Thankfully, that’s not the case. The album 
finally has seen the light of day, nearly two 
years after it was finished. And it is a fantastic 
piece of work. The opening track is James 
Carr’s “The Dark End of the Street”; the lead-
off single is Cat Power’s “Metal Heart.” Else-
where are Mark Lanegan’s “Strange 
Religion,” Neil Young’s “A Man Needs a 
Maid,” PJ Harvey’s “The Desperate Kingdom 
of Love,” and Bob Dylan’s “Not Dark Yet.” 
Naturally, there are a ton of songs that didn’t 
make it onto the record.

“There were a few things that we recorded 
that actually worked out really well, but they 
just didn’t fit in the sequencing and there 
wasn’t any way for it to work like that,” Gahan 
says. “Rich and I were very conscious of the 
fact that we wanted this to be an album that 
was in its traditional form. An album on vinyl, 
that you would open up that gatefold sleeve 
and have your sleeve notes, lyrics, and infor-
mation about how and where the record was 
made. All that stuff that we grew up doing 
and I still do, actually. So there was only 
enough room for a certain landscape and this 
is what we ended up with. The list was long. I 
think my list was maybe 40 songs or some-
thing. It was never going to be that, but there 
was a Damned song, a Bowie song, a Roxy 
Music, Nick Cave & the Bad Seeds.”

He’ll have to save those for the deluxe edi-
tion or a future box set. Of the songs that he did 
record, he’s received some stellar feedback.

“We got feedback from PJ Harvey,” Gahan 
says. “Even from the camps of Neil Young 
and Bob Dylan, we got the thumbs-up. And 
personally from Mark Lanegan, as well. The 
night that we tracked ‘Strange Religion,’ we 
sent off a version to Mark to see if he felt we 
were in the right ballpark, and he got back 
pretty quickly and was very moved by the 
song and the performance. He said it was like 
hearing the song for the first time. Coming 
from Mark, that was very nice.”

The artist says that he and the Soulsavers 
picked Shangri-La because, first of all, they 
were looking for a place where all 10 people 
involved could play together in a live setting.

“Rich popped him off an email asking 
about the availability of Shangri-La,” says Ga-
han. “The opportunity came up, and I’d also 
been watching this documentary on things 
that had been made at Shangri-La, and I was 
intrigued. I wanted to see the place. It was ev-
erything that you imagined it to be. I went 
deep. It was a place in myself that was very re-
vealing, and also informative. Through these 
songs, this is right where I’m at and supposed 
to be. That doesn’t often happen in life. It’s 
like lightning in a bottle—we captured some-
thing. I hear it in the record, I really do.”

Gahan commuted to Malibu from New 
York, where he’s been living since 1997 after 
seven years in Los Angeles. 

“It’s been weird in these last couple of 
years,” he says. “New York became this weird 
sort of ghost town, to be honest. It was brutal 
for a few months there, a couple of years ago. 
To see New York like that, and the rug pulled 
out from under what it is and has been for me, 
which is this place with so much energy but at 
the same time you can just disappear into. 
The disappearing part became too much in 
the last few years. The city seemed to disap-
pear, and all its inhabitants. We stayed there, 
myself and my wife and my kids. We hunk-
ered down and stayed in the city for that first 
few months. But I dunno, I still find it a place 
that I have a hard time leaving. Fortunately, 
it’s become a place that I can call home.”

With the Cat Power single out, “The Dark 
End of the Street” is next. After that, there 
should be some showcase shows from this 
project, before Gahan returns to his “day 
job.” But let’s be honest—the guy can do 
whatever he wants.

Dave Gahan & the Soulsavers’ Imposter is 
out now.

Riffs “Rich and I were 
very conscious of 
the fact that we 
wanted this to be 
an album that was 
in its traditional 
form. An album 
on vinyl, that 
you would open 
up that gatefold 
sleeve and have 
your sleeve 
notes, lyrics, and 
information about 
how and where the 
record was made. 
All that stuff that 
we grew up doing.”

Dave Gahan covering some of his faves. 

Sean Matsuyama
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SUSAN ROTHENBERG’S 
MYTHIC HORSES ARE BACK 
IN THE FLESH
A new exhibition brings the painter’s iconic works up from the caves of 
memory
By Shana Nys Dambrot

F
or a relatively small number of paintings 
made almost entirely between 1974 and 
1977, Susan Rothenberg’s horses have 
achieved a nearly mythic status, 
occupying a place of honor in recent 

art history. Both profoundly steeped in 
the cultural context in which they were 
produced and in important ways 
transcendent of it, 10 of these large-scale 
paintings are reunited in a special 
project, On Both Sides of My Line, at 
Richard Gray Gallery. Their assertive 
physicality in scale and texture, the 
earthbound vibrations of their palette, 
and the casually mesmerizing energy 
that radiates from within the pictures—
all of this remains intact. What will be 
interesting to see is whether, nearly 50 
years later, they are still received with the 
same rapturous respect they enjoyed at 
the time.

When Rothenberg (1945–2020) was 
painting these works, in 1970’s New 
York, art world discourse was dominated 
by (mostly male) minimalists and 
conceptualists and aging pop artists. 
Painting was dead—but only mostly 
dead—as contemporary artists fervently 
embraced unconventional materials, 
ephemerality, and even complete 
dematerialization in the service of 
concept and experiment. Into this 
climate Rothenberg dropped her first 
horse paintings—and the muscular self-
possession and assertive physicality of 
their existence as monumental painted 
canvases, not to mention the presence of 
an actual image, created a tempest. 

That was the now famous first show of 
three works in the dimly lit basement of indie 
gallery space 112 Greene Street, in 1975. 
Critics and curators fell in love as though 
obsessed. All the biggest writers came 
calling, and by 1978, Rothenberg was 
included in New Image Painting, at the 
Whitney Museum. In 1979, Michael Auping 
(who worked with the gallery on the current 

exhibition and has curated several solo 
exhibitions of Rothenberg’s work over the 
years) gave her her first museum show, at the 
University Art Museum, Berkeley.

What they were all responding to—in 
1976, New York Times critic Hilton Kramer 
wrote of “the authority with which a highly 
simplified image is transformed into a 
pictorial experience of great sensitivity and 
even grandeur....”—was the perfect 
confluence in these paintings of resistance 
and evolution played out on several levels. 
There was the sheer size and visibly rough 
richness of their unmistakably hand-
rendered studio technique—a sort of wide, 
almost crosshatch of rich pigments filling in 
decisive lines above a schematic of color 
washes. There was the striking but limited 
palette of black, white, and sienna, which 
came from minimalist reduction and also 

referenced her interest in Neolithic art. There 
was the way she blew past abstraction into 
evocative, universally understood 
imagery—A picture! Of something living! 
With contours and shadows and 
atmospheres! And emotion!—while also 
making certain to include compositional 
devices such as bisecting straight lines to 
subvert that same sense of pictorial space. 
She made a strong case that painting might 
not be so dead after all; it’s no wonder people 
took notice. And though she never made a big 
deal out of it, it was then and still remains 
worth remembering that it was a woman who 
did all of this.

In his writings and video interviews 
related to the show (one of which I was 
involved in researching for Frieze magazine), 
Auping shares a wealth of personal and art 
historical perspectives on the development 
and legacy of Rothenberg’s work, even 
beyond the horses. He speaks movingly 
about her exploration of what he calls the 
“declarative possibility of minimalism, but 
with a mystical quality” that came from 
somewhere else. His recollection of one 
particular aspect of Rothenberg’s challenge 

to minimalism—in which she said, 
essentially, that if you want to really get back 
to the most stripped-down fundamental 
impulses of art-making, look at cave 
paintings—opens the door to a world of 
considerations that resonate with the present 
moment.

Everyone who looks at art has noticed a 
surge of interest in figurative painting over 
the past several years; this trend predated the 
pandemic, but was almost certainly 
heightened by a yearning for avatars of the 
world and society, a longing born of loss and 
isolation. In a parallel thread that was robust 
even in the Before Times, there has been a 
steady backlash to the dominance of the 

digital, virtual, viewed-on-your-phone, 
amped-up, and eye-popping Insta-whatever; 
this too produces an appetite for the kind of 
hefty presence and nuanced narrative that 
Rothenberg’s paintings still forcefully 
embody. More proof of this appetite was in 
evidence as New York City’s painters made 
their rapturous pilgrimages to the recent 
Philip Guston show—an artist whose abrupt 
embrace of figuration after a career in 
abstraction ignited a firestorm in the 
discourse and remains the stuff of art 
historical legend. Furthermore, the appeal of 
a kinder pace of perception, a simpler 
experience of existential epiphany, and the 
shared promise of perennial human 
archetypes that illuminate our place in the 
natural order are very much in the frame 
these days. We’re all looking for storytelling, 
and we’re all looking at cave paintings, too.

Grace Glueck wrote in the Times in 1984 
of Rothenberg’s “ability to translate her 
private, poetic visions into a fresh and 
forceful contemporary painting language,” 
and this is crucial among the accrued 
powers of the paintings. The artist has said, 
and there’s no reason to doubt her, that the 

horse itself was not chosen for its 
particular symbolic significance per se; 
it was more in the mode of Warhol’s 
soup cans or Johns’s flags and targets—a 
recognizable image with its own 
associations but basically a scaffold to 
contain and an armature on which to 
hang expressive actions. Still, variations 
in the body language of the horses and 
moods of palette and technique render 
each with such individual energy as to 
be unavoidably narrative.

The gallery materials include some of 
Rothenberg’s own words on this matter: 
“I didn’t want the horse to be neutral. I 
wanted it to have more guts…. The same 
way an abstract painter would want their 
gestures to say something about them or 
the world. It was never about making a 
pretty horse. It was something else.” And 
indeed, this dynamic continued 
throughout her entire career—most of 
which took place long after she stopped 
making horse paintings, in the early 
1980s. Later works bore out the same 
push-pull between figure and 
abstraction, even as her post-equine 
compositions featuring people and her 
New Mexico ranch-life menagerie of 
dogs, goats, and birds were very much 
allowed the momentum of 
autobiography. There were even some 
pretty violent scenes, produced around 

the end of her first marriage, that she rather 
cheekily called her “divorce paintings.”

As these works are being codified in art 
history’s continuum, the question remains: 
Will the younger artists and audiences of 
today appreciate how radical Rothenberg’s 
actions were? Will her intentions enjoy a 
fresh new life in a reexamined context as we 
once again emerge from a period of 
detachment and start to tell our stories? Will 
the kids claim her as an ancestor, 
recognizing their own struggles with idea 
and form in hers? Or is it that the dialectic 
wars of the 1970s might as well be cave 
paintings themselves? As it happens, now is 
the perfect time to find out.

Art Historical

Susan Rothenbe rg: On  
Both Sides of My Line

Richard Gray Gallery
1018 Madison Avenue

richardgraygallery.com
Through December 10

Keeping painting alive: Cabin Fever (1976).

Collection of the Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, Fort Worth Texas. Courtesy Gray Chicago/New York. © Estate of Susan Rothenberg / Artist Rights 
Society (ARS), New York
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JENNIFER PACKER’S 
(ALMOST) ALL-SEEING EYE
In her powerful solo show at the Whitney, the painter peers beyond 
the surface of grief
By Daniel Felsenthal

F
or artists who aren’t straight, white, or 
male, identity politics are nearly 
inescapable. The situation is even 
trickier for figurative painters, and 
dramatically so for Black artists. Critics 

and dealers describe paintings by people of 
color as though conversing with an invisible 
assumption that their work inevitably deals 
with bigotry, from the bright, quotidian 
scenes of young Jordan Casteel to the 
ranging tableaux of maestro Kerry James 
Marshall. Both artists do foster racially 
aware understandings of their practices, and 
one could argue that art-making itself is 
inherently political—but this hackneyed 
formulation is double-edged. White 
figurative painters can afford to stand apart 
from oppression; no one looks at new 
portraits by David Hockney and asks how 
his sitters exist in relation to police abuse, 
the carceral state, or the long consequences 
of the Atlantic slave trade.

Thirty-seven-year-old Jennifer Packer 
does many things in her paintings and 
charcoal drawings, which range in size from 
minuscule to mammoth, including 
responding to racial violence’s aftermath. 
Her work dashes daily existence with 
tragedy. Several of the pieces in The Eye Is 
Not Satisfied With Seeing, Packer’s solo 
exhibition at the Whitney, make us aware 
that mourning and banal routine aren’t so 
different—woven into the devastation of 
loss is the fact that life goes on. In one early 
diptych, the James Baldwin–citing Fire Next 
Time (2012), a form in a puffy coat slumps at 
a table, with fans, a chair, and paintings-
within-the-painting peeking from the 
sunset palette. What exhausts this huddled 
figure? Are we observing a person shaken by 
institutionalized discrimination, or an artist 
sucked dry by creative labor? Both might be 
true, but we’re never allowed a clear 
interpretation, though what could be a 
stroller’s wheels on the bottom edge suggest 
why the fire will have to wait. 

Packer’s practice blurs expectations of 
realism not just because she wants to mess 
with the mysteries of perception but also to 
suggest humanity’s inherent intricacy. Her 
works on canvas and paper merge figures 

and abstraction seamlessly, the friends she 
depicts, including Casteel and painter Eric 
N. Mack, slipping into blurry lines and long 
drips. She jams in not only ocular surprises 
but also sundry objects, though no matter 

how much is going on in her pictures, we’re 
never able to ignore the fullness of her 
subjects’ humanity. 

Each part of the surface becomes a 
chance to explore personhood, geometry, 
and color. The portraits Transfiguration (He’s 
No Saint) (2017) and Jess (2018) can make us 
wonder whether we’re looking at a body or a 
saturated neon rectangle, a torso or an 
experiment in texturing white paint. The 
mellow yellow Blessed Are Those Who Mourn 
(Breonna! Breonna!) (2020) takes inspiration 
from police photographs of Breonna 
Taylor’s home after she was murdered. 
Household objects and tacked-up 
illustrations of Batman cramp the depthless 
background, the artist forefronting a figure 
on a couch who looks nothing like Breonna. 

We might interpret 
this person as asleep, 
yet their hands are 
twisted in rigor 
mortis. Packer’s 
content echoes her 
liminal style, leaving 
viewers unsure if 
we’re seeing 
someone dead or 
alive. She puts us 
face-to-face with our 
comprehension’s 
limits, how our 
vantage for judging 
art might be as 
unstable as 
experience itself.

Through wall text, 
the Whitney show 
connects Packer to 
Renaissance 
predecessor Titian, 
and, because she 
uses a color informed 
by one of his 
canvases, Jean-
Michel Basquiat 
(1960-88). Some 
labels imply that 
Packer’s paintings 
are about Blackness, 
while others 
acknowledge the 
importance of her 
haunting, varied 
charcoals. The 
rubbed-out lines in 
Untitled (2014) feel 
almost vascular, 
while in Swim (2011), 
a cartoonish figure 
bathes as a rope 
drifts across the 
paper, pointing 
toward both 
recreation and a tool 
long used to murder 
African Americans. 
The tiny 10-by-8-
inch Exile of the Body 
(2018) presents us 
with an abstract clot 

of blue oil; eventually, the painting’s title 
helps us realize that we’re looking at an 
empty bed.  

Packer’s canvases can recall the fleshy 
legs of a Michelangelo fresco, or the unsure 

brutality of a Caravaggio. Sometimes these 
digestions of art history feel more 
provocative than reverent, reminiscent of 
Kehinde Wiley’s stark juxtapositions of old 
with new. Packer’s style is far more tactile 
and various than Wiley’s, and, ironically, 
this can make her echoes feel like cribbing 
rather than self-aware commentary,  
particularly when they involve more 
modern predecessors. Her contorted 
appendages and flat picture planes evoke 
Leon Golub (at times too strongly), while 
her portraits’ interplay of intimacy and 
withholding call up Alice Neel. These 
allusions work best when they torque their 
source. Carolina (2011) mirrors Neel’s 1970 
painting of Andy Warhol’s chest scars after 
he was shot. Packer’s subject, however, is an 
unnamed Black person in a cluttered space, 
prompting the question of how damaged 
tissue might be understood differently on 
the body of a victim who is neither famous 
nor white. The effect is eloquent, and more 
layered than derivative or scholarly.

Packer’s flower paintings link her to the 
past in a way that’s both obvious and 
misunderstood. In interviews, she 
describes them as contemporary works of 
mourning, while simultaneously paying 
tribute to Henri Fantin-Latour, a 19th-
century Frenchman whose pictures, like 
Packer’s, portray flowers or artists in his 
milieu. While the lineage is palpable, 
another reference in Packer’s work predates 
the celebrated realist. Because they were 
barred from using nude models, women 
during the European Renaissance painted 
blossoms. Packer’s blooms carry on the 
tradition—Flemish pioneer Clara Peeters 
and Dutch artist Margaretha Haverman, 
both inspired female painters of flowers, 
preceded Latour by two centuries. 

Packer takes this inheritance in a 
powerful new direction. Her botanical 
scenes don’t feel like still lifes but action 
paintings, using expressionist flourish to 
convey an explosion of energy. The 
highlight, Say Her Name (2017), bursts from 
the canvas as though an inner force has 
splashed paint from the bouquet’s center to 
its surface. Dedicated to Sandra Bland, who 
died mysteriously in police custody, the 
painting should be understood for its grief 
and indignation. Yet it also feels like an 
assertion of feminine eroticism, as do a 
number of her works—naked Black bodies 
touch, bare themselves, recline in the nude. 
A curled leaf in the lower right corner of Say 
Her Name resembles a stamen, one of the 
reproductive features of a plant. Even the 
painting’s title, removed from our 
contemporary context of sloganeering, 
reads like a command to acknowledge a 
woman’s erotic power.

Packer can be Black or female, the critical 
and curatorial discussion of her art implies—
but not both. In some flower paintings, 
petals are hidden as though behind a scrim, 
or their own leaves. Just as she preserves the 
enigma of her sitters, Packer lets herself 
hide in her work. Self-protective but never 
timid, her practice shrugs off facile 
identities. Showing grief and desire, life and 
death as both contradictory and coexisting, 
her visionary style gives us a vividly 
ambiguous picture of human beings.

In the Galleries

© Jennifer Packer. Photograph by Jason Wyche. Image courtesy Sikkema Jenkins & Co., New York, 
and Corvi-Mora, London

Jennifer Packer: The Eye Is Not 
Satisfied With Seeing

Whitney Museum of American Art
99 Gansevoort Street  

whitney.org
Through April 17, 2022

Transfiguration (He’s No Saint), 2017. 
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THE JETS HALF-CENTURY 
OF MISERY
Gang Green has been in a holding pattern since 1969

By Allen Barra

O
ne of the most famous Twilight Zone 
episodes is “The Odyssey of Flight 33,” 
which aired in February 1961, about a 
jetliner that somehow cracks the time 
barrier and is doomed to wander back 

and forth across the centuries in an eternal 
holding pattern.

Two years later, music and talent execu-
tive Sonny Werblin and partners purchased 
the New York Titans, part of the American 
Football League, and renamed them the Jets. 
They were destined to become one of the 
worst franchises in NFL history. 

Like Flight 33, the Jets started out on an 
amazing flight path, one that changed pro 
football. In 1965, Werblin coaxed Alabama 
head coach Paul “Bear” Bryant into coaxing 
the most sought-after college quarterback in 
the country, Joe Namath, into signing with 
the Jets, of the fledgling AFL, rather than with 
a team in the older, established NFL. Namath 
received the then staggering sum of 
$427,000 for three seasons.  

Werblin’s investment paid spectacular 
dividends: In his third season, Namath, by 

this time known as Broadway Joe for his flam-
boyant lifestyle avidly covered by the New 
York gossip columnists, led the Jets to an 
apocalyptic upset of the heavily favored Balti-
more Colts in the 1969 AFL-NFL champion-
ship game. (It was not yet officially 
designated the Super Bowl—it would be ret-
roactively labeled as Super Bowl III by the 
NFL some years later). The victory heralded 
the start of a glorious future for the Jets, but 
one that was quickly hobbled by Namath’s 
fragile knees. Even before their champion-
ship season, Werblin’s partners, among them 
founder and owner of the fuel empire, Leon 
Hess, forced him out, although he had pro-
duced a winner. Hess thought he could do 
even better. He was wrong.

Among almost countless bad decisions 
during the long Hess reign, in 1995 he an-
nounced that Pete Carroll was out as head 
coach, to be replaced with Rich Kotite. Car-
roll went on to two national championships 
with the USC Trojans and a Super Bowl with 
the Seattle Seahawks. Kotite lasted two sea-
sons, in which the Jets overwhelmed four op-

ponents and underwhelmed 28. Hess’s stated 
reason for hiring Kotite was classic: “I’m 80 
years old, I want results now.” Jets fans knew 
exactly how he felt. 

Hess made one positive contribution to 
the team. In a move worthy of Logan Roy, 
the patriarch in Succession, The New York 
Times reported that Hess had specified in his 
will that “my interests in the Jets be disposed 
of unaffected by any desire of family mem-
bers to participate in the club’s future own-
ership.’’

The National Football League as we know 
it began in 1970, the year after the Jets cham-
pionship, when teams from the AFL merged 
with the existing NFL. But in the half-century 
since, the Jets are one of three teams—along 
with the Cleveland Browns and the Detroit 
Lions—who have not made it to the Super 
Bowl. However, bad management has not 
cost the Jets’ owners. This year, Forbes listed 
the New York team’s worth at $4.05 billion, 
easily outpacing the Browns’ $2.6 billion and 
the Lions’ $2.4 billion. 

Never in the history of American football 
has so much been squandered by so many to 
produce so little.  

The Jets awfulness is many-sided. Since 
the 1970 merger, the New England Patriots 
are .576, third-best in the NFL behind the 
Steelers and the Cowboys. The Jets media 
guide claims New England as “a marquee ri-
valry” on the order of Yankees-Red Sox. The 
truth is that the .432 Jets are rivals to the Patri-
ots in the same way that Wile E. Coyote is ri-
val to the Roadrunner.

Indeed, the Patriots were the beneficiary 
of the Jets’ blunder of blunders in 1999, when 
Bill Belichick was named head coach to suc-
ceed Bill Parcells. Belichick called it quits the 
next day to take the reins of the Patriots—the 
rest is etched in Super Bowl history. The ri-

valry boils down to this: 
New England has been to 
11 Super Bowls, the Jets to 
one—and remember, that 
wasn’t even called a “Super 
Bowl.”

In 2000, Johnson & 
Johnson heir Woody John-
son became the Jets’ new 
owner, with a winning bid 
of $635 million. His sins as 
owner have long had Jets 
fans saying, “Come back, 
Leon, all is forgiven.”

Like Hess, Johnson 
tended to step back from 
team affairs except when 
there was a really bad deci-
sion to be made. Several of 
those decisions had more 
to do with marketing than 
with football. In 2008, the 
Jets signed Brett Favre—
Super Bowl winner, three 
league MVPs, 11 Pro 
Bowls. But at 39, Favre had 
seen his best years—he 
went 9-7 but led the league 
with 22 interceptions. Hav-
ing successfully post-
poned their future for one 
more year, the Jets re-
leased Favre at the end of 
the season.

Still looking for a quick fix, in 2012 the Jets 
brought the Tim Tebow media circus to town. 
The 2007 Heisman Trophy winner had failed 
to catch on as a pro, going 8-6 in two seasons 
at Denver. By the time he came to the Jets, he 
was more famous for kneeling in prayer on 
the field—“tebowing,” as it became known 
on social media—than football. He only 
started in two games for the Jets, and midway 
through the season, the team gave up on the 
Tebow experiment, having never really given 
him a chance. 

The signings of both Favre and Tebow 
smacked of cynicism. Rumors were rife that 
they signed both QBs just to sell jerseys and 
tickets, although in 2012, at the height of 
Tebow fever, Johnson denied that to the 
press. And when Tebow left, the team was 
still in a holding pattern.

This year for Halloween the Jets dressed 
up as real football players and defeated the 
Cincinnati Bengals 34-31, in what the sports 
press reported as “a shocking upset,” which is 
superfluous, as every Jets win is a shocking 
upset. Starting QB Zach Wilson was on the 
sidelines with a bad knee, the victim of the 
pounding that Jets passers have become ac-
customed to. Acquiring quality pass blockers 
to protect their QB has never been a priority 
for the team. 

The Jets got their treat against the Bengals 
when Mike White, a 26-year-old backup 
whose last start in organized football was for 
Western Kentucky in 2017, stepped in and 
threw for 405 yards, 3 TDs, and even caught a 
2-point conversion. The trick came the next 
week: White started the game against the 
Colts but left with an arm injury, replaced by 
third-stringer Josh Johnson. The Jets lost 45-
30. 

On Sunday, November 14, the White era 
hit a brick wall when he threw four intercep-
tions in a crushing 45-17 defeat by the Buf-
falo Bills, for the seventh loss in nine games. 
No definite word when Zach Wilson be 
back.   

SNL, Larry David, Seth Meyers, and 
Trevor Noah have all been having a rollicking 
good time at the Jets’ expense. Seth Meyers 
said that the Jets 15-point loss to the Colts was 
“good for Late Night because we need easy 
punch lines about the Jets sucking.” On The 
Daily Show, in a piece about Singapore requir-
ing non-vaxxed people to pay their own med-
ical bills, Trevor Noah asked indignantly, 
“What’s next? Will Jets fans have to pay for 
their own antidepressants?” 

Could White be the pilot who will finally 
land the Jets in a Super Bowl? Will Zach ever 
fly again? Fifty years of the Jets’ patented for-
mula of chaos and holding patterns suggests 
that with this flighty franchise, whoever takes 
center snaps will just create more fodder for 
late-night comedy. 

Jockbeat

Everett Collection Historical / Alamy

The Jets are rivals 
to the Patriots in 
the same way that 
Wile E. Coyote 
is rival to the 
Roadrunner.

Coach Weeb Ewbank putting Broadway Joe 
through his paces: Namath in the ’60s. 
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